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ABSTRACT

This thesis describes an investigation into various aspects of periodically ampli�ed

nonlinear systems� in which solitons play a central role�

A new nonlinear oscillator is introduced� The Baseband Soliton Oscillator �BSO�

is fashioned from a loop of nonlinear transmission line� The oscillator supports

an endlessly circulating Korteweg�de Vries �KdV� soliton � and more generally�

exhibits the periodic cnoidal and double cnoidal solutions� Frequency dependent

losses are shown to be responsible for the stability of the BSO� The double cnoidal

oscillation allows subtle aspects of soliton�soliton interaction to be identi�ed�

A novel nonlinear partial di�erential equation is derived to capture the dynamics

of the BSO� Uniform and viscous losses are added to the KdV equation� while a

periodic inhomogeneity models the ampli�cation� The steady states of this equation

are sought numerically and found to agree with the experimental results�

A new technique based on the Method of Multiple Scales is advanced to derive

average equations for periodically ampli�ed systems described by either the lossy

KdV or Nonlinear Schr�odinger �NLS� equation� The method proceeds by explicitly

considering the nonlinear and dispersive e�ects as perturbations between ampli�ers�

Although the concept of an average NLS equation is well known� the average KdV

equation is novel� The result is veri�ed numerically� Including the e�ects of fre�

quency dependent losses in the average KdV description yields an accurate steady

state analysis of the BSO�

An envelope soliton analogue of the BSO is advanced� The Envelope Soliton

Oscillator �ESO� endlessly circulates an envelope soliton� The device is a close

electronic analogue of the Soliton Fibre Ring Laser� in that it includes an ampli�er�

bandpass �lter� nonlinear transmission line and saturable absorber� It is shown that

the saturable absorber promotes the formation of solitons in the ESO�

Studies of the perturbed average KdV equation reveal the asymptotic widths of

average KdV solitons can be found via a direct method� The steady state is found

by equating the gain to the dissipation� assuming a constant pulse shape between

ampli�ers� It is shown that this analysis is also applicable to periodically ampli�ed

NLS systems� and thus to optical soliton communication links�
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PREFACE

The easiest way to deal with nonlinear systems is to pretend they are linear� linear

systems are well understood� nonlinear systems are not� However� discoveries of

recent times have shown that studies of nonlinear systems are worth the e�ort�

The nonlinear world contains a myriad of possibilities which cannot be observed

in the linear regime� fractals� chaos� solitons and attractors are becoming so well

known that they are entering the everyday vocabulary �chaos theory in the Spielberg

blockbuster �Jurassic Park�� soliton�wave in the sci�� epic �Star�Trek��� This thesis

extends our budding knowledge of nonlinear systems�

The soliton is so named because it is a wave �solitary wave� which behaves like a

classical particle �electron� proton�� The �rst reported observation of a soliton was

by a Scottish naval engineer� John Scott Russell� who observed a curiously long�lived

wave in a barge canal in 	��� �	��� A mathematical description did not follow until

	���� when the Dutch mathematicians D�J� Korteweg and G� de Vries derived their

famous equation ����� Since Zabusky and Kruskal �	�
� discovered the particle like

nature of the Korteweg�de Vries solitary wave and coined the word soliton� many

other nonlinear wave equations have emerged with soliton solutions �
���

In the laboratory� nonlinear transmission lines have proven a convenient habitat

in which to study solitons� In particular� baseband transmission lines with lumped

inductors and capacitors are simple� inexpensive and readily display the character�

istic features of soliton propagation� Hasegawa and Tappert �rst suggested that

solitons could propagate in optical �bre in 	�� ���� The high losses of the best

�bre and the limitations of the laser sources delayed experimental con�rmation un�

til 	���� when Mollenauer� Stolen and Gordon con�rmed the theoretical predictions

�	���� Research continues to be intense in this �eld� driven by the prospect of ultra�

high performance long�haul communications links� The combination of the soliton

and the optical ampli�er is developing into a attractive option for future systems�

The soliton o�ers a way to combat the dispersive spreading of pulses at high data

rates� while the optical ampli�er removes the bottle�neck which restricts bit rates

to electronic levels�

Strictly� solitons are mathematical objects which live in a pristine mathemati�

cal world� On the other hand� the real world is complicated with distracting and

detrimental e�ects� For example� noise is ever�present� as are losses of one form or

another� The word �soliton� has been adopted in many circles to cover a larger
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class of waves than the strict mathematical de�nition� Here� the word �soliton� will

be used to describe a wave which is the result of mechanisms similar to idealized

mathematical object� and which can be considered long�lived� The robust nature of

the pulses observed in experiments justi�es this de�nition� For instance� in recent

times it has been shown that the attenuation in optical �bre communication links

can be compensated with periodic ampli�cation� and still support a kind of soliton

�	
��

Apart from optical communications� the periodic ampli�cation of solitons is of

interest in other engineering applications� The Soliton Fibre Ring Laser �SFRL� is

a device which is formed� in essence� from a loop of optical �bre which includes a

single optical ampli�er� Under certain conditions solitons� or bunches of solitons�

form from noise and circulate endlessly in the loop� A signi�cant part of this the�

sis is devoted to investigating a parallel device� formed from a loop of nonlinear

baseband transmission line� The device will be referred to as the Baseband Soliton

Oscillator� or simply the BSO� In common with the SFRL � and indeed with optical

soliton communication links � the BSO overcomes its natural losses with periodic

ampli�cation� Thus� this thesis is about the dual themes of �periodic ampli�cation�

and �solitons� � and in particular how the two can be combined to form stable

self�organizing systems�

Chapter 	 addresses the background issues which are important to later chapters�

Particular attention is paid to the physical mechanisms involved in soliton formation�

nonlinear transmission lines� the wave equations which describe them� and methods

of solution�

Chapter 
 details the construction of the BSO and generally outlines its be�

haviour� Whenever possible� the behaviour is described in terms of the physical

attributes of the device� the mathematics is left to later chapters� The regular be�

haviour of the BSO is surprising� as it contains elements which seemingly allow it

to behave chaoticly� or at least badly� namely� nonlinearity and positive feedback�

The stability of the BSO is a signi�cant question� Recently Chen et al ��
�

revealed the necessary e�ects for the stability of the SFRL and chapter � shows

that a similar mechanism is present in in the BSO� In addition� a partial di�erential

equation is derived for the transmission line� and the various modes of operation

of the BSO are compared to the solutions of this equation� The equation at issue

is the ubiquitous Korteweg�de Vries Equation �KdV� equation� Together with the

Nonlinear Schr�odinger �NLS� equation� which describes the propagation in optical

�bre� the KdV equation often features in this thesis�

It is reasonable to query whether the basic dynamics of the BSO can be captured

with a partial di�erential equation� Such an equation must be self�organizing� in

the sense that initial conditions are attracted towards the oscillations of the BSO� In

chapter � an equation is introduced which includes the salient features of the BSO�

The way in which the periodic ampli�cation is incorporated makes the equation

both completely autonomous� and soluble via a simple numerical technique�
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Chapter � addresses periodically ampli�ed soliton systems in which the e�ect of

dispersion and nonlinearity between ampli�ers is weak� It has recently been shown

that the periodic attenuation and reampli�cation of a soliton can be �averaged out�

to leave a homogeneous description of the global behaviour �	
�� This technique

recognises that the periodic ampli�cation and the pulse shaping e�ects of nonlin�

earity and dispersion can be separated if they occur on di�erent length scales� A

technique is advanced in which two di�erent length scales are explicitly introduced�

so that the Method of Multiple Scales can be employed� The method is shown to

reproduce the known result for optical �NLS� systems� and generate a new result

for baseband �KdV� systems�

The addition of �ltering� or frequency dependent losses� to periodically ampli�ed

soliton systems has important rami�cations� In particular this mechanism is� �a��

necessary for the stability of the BSO� �b�� necessary for the stability of the SFRL�

and �c�� responsible for lowering the bit error rate in experimental optical commu�

nication systems �	
��� In every case� �ltering or frequency dependent losses guide

the soliton parameters towards certain stable values� This chapter investigates the

in�uence of frequency dependent losses on a periodically ampli�ed baseband system

� eventually leading to an accurate description of the BSO�

Chapter �� is concerned solely with envelope solitons� In the course of chapter

�� a direct method is used to determine the asymptotic width of KdV solitons in

periodically ampli�ed systems with frequency dependent losses� In this chapter� this

method applied to the corresponding NLS system� and is thus applicable to long�

haul optical communications links� In addition� a second nonlinear transmission

line oscillator is introduced and examined via computer simulation� Again a salient

feature is a circulating soliton� in this case an envelope soliton� The device is an

electrical analogue of the SFRL� The �average soliton� concept is demonstrated� and

a saturable absorber is found to promote soliton steady states�

This thesis ends with discussion of the preceding �ve chapters and indicates areas

that may be fruitful for further study� Chapters 
 through � contain� almost entirely�

original work and constitute the body of this thesis� The principle contribution is

the invention of the BSO� its analysis via an inhomogeneous equation� and the

promotion of the average soliton techniques used in its analysis�

Papers related to this work� either in print� or submission are�

Ballantyne� G�J� and Gough� P�T� and Taylor� D�P� �Periodic Solutions of the Toda

Lattice Observed on a Nonlinear Transmission Line � Electronics letters 
��

������� 	����

Ballantyne� G�J� and Gough� P�T� and Taylor� D�P� �Deriving average soliton equa�

tions with a perturbative method�� submitted to Physical Review Letters

Ballantyne� G�J� and Gough� P�T� and Taylor� D�P� �Determining asymptotic pulse

widths in �ltered lumped�ampli�er systems�� submitted to Optics Letters
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Ballantyne� G�J� and Gough� P�T� and Taylor� D�P� �A Baseband soliton oscillator��

submitted to Fractals� Solitons and Chaos
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Chapter �

SOLITONS AND OSCILLATORS

The dual aims of this chapter are to review concepts which are essential to later top�

ics and to place this thesis in the context of pertinent existing work� In order to keep

the introductory material brief� references to more in�depth or tutorial literature are

made wherever appropriate�

Section 	�	 discusses solitary waves and solitons� together with their applications

and underlying physical mechanisms� Solitons have been studied in �elds as diverse

as plasma physics� hydrodynamics and chemistry� even Jupiter�s giant red spot has

been suggested to be a soliton ��
�� In the laboratory� nonlinear transmission lines

are an excellent way to study solitons� Section 	�
 considers the transmission lines

which are studied in this work� especially their applications and governing equations�

As background for a new oscillator introduced in chapter 
� section 	�� surveys some

interesting oscillators constructed from nonlinear transmission lines�

Two equations are central to this thesis� the Korteweg�de Vries �KdV� equation

and the Nonlinear Schr�odinger �NLS� equation� The study of solitons is in many

ways the study of a class of equations� of which the KdV and NLS equations are

famous prototypes� The principal questions addressed in section 	�� are� �a�� how

can such equations be solved� �b�� how are they derived in the �rst place� and �c��

what special properties do the solutions of these equations exhibit� Apart from soli�

tons� both the KdV and NLS equations have periodic solutions� often called cnoidal

waves� because of their connection with the Jacobian function cn�x�� Although the

soliton is better known� cnoidal solutions can arise naturally in problems with peri�

odic geometries� While the soliton is the main theme of this chapter� much of the

following discussion applies in spirit to the cnoidal solutions�

A powerful feature of modern dynamics is that complicated systems can be

studied by observing their �ows on attractors� Systems which are attracted to

solitons are especially relevant to this thesis and section 	�� introduces several� The

�nal section in this chapter is a summary and discussion of the wide in�uence of

solitons in engineering and physics�
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��� Solitary Waves and Solitons

Like chaos theory� solitons are beginning to �lter into more popular� less research

oriented publications �	� �
� ��� ��� 	
��� This is� no doubt� a measure of the

soliton�s importance in both theoretical and applied �elds� A soliton is a special kind

of wave� a solitary wave which can survive collisions with other solitary waves� with

shape and speed left intact � something like a classical particle� A solitary wave

is a pulse � typically bell shaped � which propagates without changing its shape

�
�� 	���� The �rst observation of a solitary wave was made by John Scott Russel

in August 	���� when he noted an unusually persistent wave in a barge canal �	���

Decades later� Russel�s observations were given a theoretical footing by two Dutch

mathematicians D�J� Korteweg and G� de Vries ����� their equation� the Korteweg�

de Vries equation� is now the most famous of all nonlinear wave equations� The

particle�like nature of the KdV solitary wave was not discovered until 	���� when

Zabusky and Kruskal coined the name �soliton� �	�
�� A more in�depth investigation

into the history of solitary waves and solitons can be found in books dedicated to

solitons �
�� �	� ��� 	���� introductory articles ��
� �� 	� 	��� or a more speci�c

historical account �	
���

����� Physical Mechanisms

Normally� nonlinearity excludes the possibility of steadily translating waves by play�

ing havoc among the amplitude and phase relationships of the constituent Fourier

frequencies � a soliton is able to maintain the �xed relationship necessary for a

permanent pro�le�� Although nonlinearity is necessary for soliton propagation� it

clearly does not act in isolation� Dispersion is the mechanism which counters and

balances the nonlinear e�ect�

In a linear dispersive medium� oscillations of di�erent frequencies propagate at

di�erent speeds� This inevitably leads to the broadening of any waveform which

consists of more than a single frequency� A nonlinear medium can compensate

for broadening� an amplitude dependent velocity can cause waves to sharpen� and

eventually break as does surf on beaches� Therefore it is reasonable that a balance

between the nonlinear and dispersive e�ects can form a soliton ��	� �� 	���� The

KdV equation is a prototype for wave propagation in these circumstances� Solitons

consisting of a single smooth hump� such as KdV solitons� are often referred to as

baseband solitons�

A second type of soliton� which is a pulse modulation of a �carrier� frequency�

will be referred to as an envelope soliton� While dispersion is again a key ingredient�

the form of the nonlinearity is di�erent� Figure 	�	�a� depicts a phenomenon known

as Self Phase Modulation �SPM�� SPM is a power dependent nonlinearity which

�Methods have been developed to study solitons from the perspective of self�induced phase�
locking of the Fourier components� see references ���� ��� ����	
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retards high frequencies with respect to low frequencies� Again dispersion can have

an opposing e�ect� if high frequencies travel faster they will accumulate at the

other end end of the pulse� as shown in �gure 	�	�b�� Thus� it is reasonable that the

combination of the two e�ects can form a soliton ��� 	�� The NLS equation is a

prototype for this kind of wave propagation�

front back


a� Nonlinearity

front back


b� Dispersion

Figure ��� The competing e�ects of nonlinearity 
a� and dispersion 
b� needed for an
envelope soliton	

The processes described above are temporal in nature� dispersion smears a wave�

form in time� Hence these baseband and envelope solitons adopt the generic name

�temporal� solitons� Spatial dispersion � or di�raction � leads to a di�erent

type of soliton� In optics it is possible for nonlinearity to focus a beam as fast as

di�raction can spread it� leading to a spatial soliton �	��� Solitons are also divided

into �topological� and �nontopological� classes� Nontopological solitons leave the

medium in which they are propagating unchanged� This study is chie�y concerned

with the propagation of temporal� nontopological baseband and envelope solitons

in transmission lines� and in particular their periodic ampli�cation with lumped

ampli�ers�

����� Periodic Ampli�cation

The periodic ampli�cation of soliton pulses is a relatively new concept� It was ini�

tially thought that to maintain the balance between dispersion and nonlinearity� in

the presence of losses� distributed ampli�cation would be necessary �see references

in �	
���� The advent of optical ampli�ers stimulated research into the possibility

of amplifying optical solitons with lumped ampli�ers � a considerably more attrac�

tive prospect� Remarkably� a balance between nonlinearity and dispersion is still

possible� even in the face of large variations in amplitude�
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The nonlinear and dispersive e�ects shown in �gure 	�	 are only signi�cant over

certain characteristic distances� The e�ects are not apparent over much shorter

distances� and the pulse shape will be largely unchanged on this scale� If a pulse is

appreciably attenuated over such a short distance� it can be ampli�ed back to its

original form� However� on a much longer scale� both nonlinearity and dispersion

contribute� and characteristic soliton behaviour is evident� With a correction to

account for the decline in average power� the dynamics of the periodically ampli�ed

system approach those of an equivalent lossless system �

� ��� ��� �
� 	
��

Chapter � is largely devoted to investigating this phenomenon� and extending

existing results to cover periodically ampli�ed KdV systems� The basic analytical

tool is to make the periodically ampli�ed problem homogeneous by distributing the

ampli�cation over the entire period� In this way the e�ect of noise� �lters and a

number of other practical issues can be addressed ��� ��� ��� �	� ��� 		�� 		�� 	
��

	

� 	
�� 	����

��� Nonlinear Transmission Lines

Solitons are known to propagate in several varieties of nonlinear transmission lines�

Two types are considered in this thesis� �a� lines constructed from lumped� or

semi�lumped components� designed to propagate baseband or envelope solitons� and

�b�� optical �bre� which supports envelope soliton propagation� Each transmission

line is nominally described by the KdV equation for the baseband case� and the

NLS equation for the envelope case� Superconducting Josephson transmission lines�

as described by the sine�Gordon equation �	��� are not considered in this thesis�

The following sections introduce each transmission line� their applications� and the

equation appropriate to each�

����� Baseband Transmission Lines

Many experiments on soliton propagation have been conducted using nonlinear

transmission lines constructed as ladder circuits ��� 	�
� 	��� 	���� A typical ar�

rangement is shown in �gure 	�
� The nonlinear e�ect is usually provided by varactor

diodes �as pictured�� although arrangements with nonlinear inductors are possible

�	��� 	��� The lattice construction provides the dispersion to oppose the nonlin�

earity� Lines can also be constructed by periodically loading a linear� distributed

transmission line with varactor diodes ��� 	�
�� These lines are referred to as �semi�

lumped��

With the correct nonlinear characteristic� the lumped transmission line is equiv�

alent to the Toda Lattice� The Toda Lattice is an extensively studied discrete lattice

with a nonlinear potential between each particle� It has soliton solutions� and has re�

ceived considerable attention �	�� 		� 	
�� For long wavelengths� it is well known
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Figure ��� A few sections of a lumped nonlinear transmission line which is capable of
supporting baseband solitons	 The nonlinerity is supplied by reverse biased varactor diodes	

that the Toda Lattice can be approximately described by the Korteweg�de Vries

Equation�

The KdV equation is the most famous soliton equation� It has been exhaustively

studied� both numerically and theoretically ��
� 	
��� it is important in applied �elds

because of the large number of applications found in� among others� plasma physics

and hydrodynamics �see references in ��� 	��� ����� It is important as a mathe�

matical pursuit because it is the �rst solvable� nontrivial� nonlinear dispersive wave

equation �	���� The KdV equation will assume a key role in this study� principally

because it can be adapted to approximately describe nonlinear transmission lines in

which the components are not ideal� Although the KdV equation may be written

in many equivalent forms� the equation

�u

�t
� �u

�u

�z
�
��u

�z�
� � �	�	�

is the most often quoted� The �rst term signi�es that it is a �rst order evolution

equation in t� the second and third terms account for nonlinearity and dispersion

respectively� Arbitrary coe�cients for these terms can be arranged by rescaling the

dependent and independent variables� The soliton solution is given by �	���

u�z� t� � A sech�
s
A



�z � 
At� �	�
�

which is a smooth �bell� shaped pulse� which completely depends on the parameter

A� If the variables z and t are regarded as space and time respectively� then equation

�	�	� evolves a snapshot of a waveform taken at one time to another snapshot at

some later time� Depending on the point of view� an equally good description can

be obtained by evolving a function of time in the spatial variable z� In this case the

roles of the independent variables in equation �	�	� are reversed ����� Both time and

space versions will be used in the following chapters� depending on which is more

convenient�

Equation �	�
� describes a family of solutions� all determined by a single param�

eter A� Two examples are shown in �gure 	��� As the nonlinearity depends on the
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−10 −5 0 5 10
0
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2
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z

u

Figure ��� Two possible soliton solutions to the Korteweg�de Vries equation	

amplitude� and the dispersion on the width of a pulse� it is reasonable that more

than one combination of width and amplitude can satisfy the balance needed for

a soliton� This is re�ected in the tall and narrow and short and broad pulses in

this �gure� Moreover� equation �	�
� also indicates that the speed of the pulse is

dependent on the amplitude�

The KdV equation is one of a class which is said to be �integrable�� For the

purpose of this study� it is su�cient to consider the KdV equation to belong to a

class of nonlinear equations which is solvable� The solution technique is the Inverse

Scattering Transform �IST�� which is considered brie�y in section 	��� Indeed� the

study of solitons is often synonymous with the IST�

In applications� features other than dispersion and nonlinearity often must be

considered� The most obvious is attenuation � which may be linear or nonlinear�

frequency dependent or independent� These deviations from the KdV model can be

accounted for by considering a modi�ed KdV equation� say by adding a term P �u�

to the right hand side of equation �	�	�� The most common example is a medium

with a simple uniform damping� which can be modelled by

�u

�t
� u

�u

�z
�
��u

�z�
� P �u� � �u �	���

Many other situations can be modelled by including other perturbations P �u�� For

example� another common term is

P �u� �
��u

�z�
�	���

to account for viscous losses� Further examples can be found in the review article by

Kivshar and Malomed ����� In addition to experimental studies� there are a number

of direct engineering applications of baseband nonlinear transmission lines�

� Chu et al constructed an experimental communication system� and suggested
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that it has an advantage over linear transmission lines �����

� Suzuki et al have investigated the possibility of amplitude and phase modu�

lating trains of baseband solitons for coding�decoding applications �	��� 	����

� The dependence of the speed of propagation on amplitude has been exploited

by Cerven to construct a sampling oscillograph �	���

� Tan has explored pulse compression in inhomogeneous transmission lines �	���

� Using a scale model� it has been suggested that waveforms with picosecond

rise�times can be achieved with GaAs transmission lines with monolithicly

integrated Schottky varactor diodes and that velocity modulation will allow

broad band phase modulation �	�	� 	�
� 	����

� Large amplitude impulse generation is considered in references �	�� 
��

� Ikezi et al investigate the creation of high�power bursts of solitons at microwave

frequencies ���

� At still higher powers� nonlinear transmission lines are of interest in pulsed�

power technology �	����

����� Envelope Transmission Lines

Transmission lines which support envelope solitons can also be constructed from

lumped components� Although these lattices are of considerable scienti�c interest

�
	� ��� ��� 		�� 		�� 	�	� 	��� 	�� 	���� there are apparently few engineering ap�

plications ����� An important example of a distributed nonlinear transmission line is

optical �bre� Hasegawa and Tappert �rst suggested that optical �bre could support

envelope solitons ���� and this was later con�rmed experimentally by Mollenauer

et al �	���� Since this early work� the �eld of optical solitons has matured to the

point where solitons are serious candidates as information carriers on trans�oceanic

optical �bre links�

When bit rates are increased in conventional linear systems� dispersion smears

the pulses into other bit slots� thereby placing an upper limit on performance� The

natural immunity of solitons to this e�ect o�ers a potential panacea to the com�

munication engineer� However� the use of optical solitons is complicated by several

factors� Fibres are lossy� and thus some form of ampli�cation is necessary� moreover�

if too close together� neighbouring solitons can in�uence each other� while ampli�er

noise tends to introduce jitter in the position of the pulse at the receiver� A review

of the current state of optical soliton communication systems can be found in ref�

erence �	���� A detailed investigation into optical soliton communication is not the

object of this work� but one crucial aspect will be considered in later chapters� the

advent of optical ampli�ers has focussed attention on the periodic ampli�cation of
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optical solitons� As previously noted� the required balance between dispersion and

nonlinearity shown in �gure 	�	 can be maintained on average in a lossy �bre� if the

pulse is periodically ampli�ed� Such results are vitally linked to the NLS equation�

which describes propagation in the �bre between ampli�ers ���� 	����

The NLS equation shares many of the same properties as the KdV equation� it

is integrable via the IST� has soliton solutions� has been extensively studied� and it

is known to govern many physical systems ��� 	���� Like the KdV equation� it can

be written in many forms� one of the more convenient is

i
�u

�t
�

	




��u

�z�
� juj�u � � �	���

The soliton solution to this equation is ����

u�z� t� � A sechA�z � V t� exp
�
iV z �

i



�A� � V ��t

�
�	���

There is an extra parameter in this solution� as compared with the KdV soliton �

the velocity� V � is independent of the amplitude� A� In applications� u�x� t� is the

complex envelope of a rapidly oscillating �eld� The second and third terms account

for the dispersive and nonlinear mechanisms shown in �gure 	�	� Like the KdV

equation� e�ects other than dispersion and nonlinearity can be modelled by adding

extra terms �examples can be found in reference ������ The next section discusses

oscillators formed from KdV and NLS media�

��� Nonlinear Transmission Line Oscillators

Oscillators can be constructed from nonlinear transmission lines by providing posi�

tive feedback� say by forming a loop� or using a re�ecting boundary� For oscillation

to be initiated� su�cient ampli�cation must be provided to overcome the losses in

the cavity�

A nonlinear Fabry�Perot interferometer� essentially a nonlinear baseband trans�

mission line with suitable terminations � has been thoroughly studied and many

interesting modes of its operation observed� When the interferometer is pumped�

chaos ��	� 	���� multistability and soliton modes ��
� 	��� 	��� and self�pulsing �	�
�

have all been found in various con�gurations� An oscillator can be formed by fash�

ioning the transmission line into a loop� so the external pump forms a travelling

wave� which in turn provides parametric ampli�cation ��	� �� 	���� Depending

on the operating conditions� one or more solitons can develop and circulate in the

loop� Such parametric ampli�cation also features in the Fibre Raman Soliton Laser

�
� ��� Rather than parametric ampli�cation� it is possible to provide distributed

ampli�cation by including tunnel diodes in a baseband transmission line �����

Lasers constructed with optical �bre and ampli�ers are currently a topic of
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intense research� Three cavities are often employed� �Fabry�Perot�� �ring� and

��gure�eight� �see reference �		� 	��� and references therein�� In each case the sin�

gle solitons� or �bunches� of solitons can be observed to traverse the cavity� The

mechanisms essential for stability have been identi�ed as a saturable absorber and

a limited bandwidth by Chen et al ��
�� for the case of Soliton Fibre Ring Lasers

�SFRL�� The saturable absorption may be due to a nonlinear loop mirror �hence the

��gure eight� con�guration�� polarization selective elements ��
� or semiconductor

nonlinearities �see ��� and references therein�� These devices are potentially useful as

a source of conveniently shaped pulses for communication systems or as candidates

for optical memory devices �	����

This work presents an account of the �rst baseband transmission line soliton

oscillator which utilizes lumped ampli�cation� Like the SFRL� the basic mode of op�

eration is a circulating soliton pulse� In addition� chapter � shows that a transmission

line which supports envelope solitons can be fashioned into an electronic analogue

of the SFRL� Remarkably� it seems that the basic elements of both the SFRL and

BSO were examined some �� years ago by Cutler ���� � albeit in a somewhat dif�

ferent context� In this work� which has been revisited only recently ����� Cutler

examines an oscillator which includes a nonlinear element� a �lter� an ampli�er and

a transmission line� The lumped nonlinear element sharpens the pulse� while the

transmission line and �lter spread it� In short� a steady state waveform forms �

either baseband or bandpass depending on the �lter � which is self�consistent with

a single traverse of the loop�

If propagation in nonlinear transmission lines can be represented with nonlin�

ear partial di�erential equations� a pertinent question is how can those equations be

modi�ed to model oscillators� There are several examples of partial di�erential equa�

tions based around the KdV equation� which have soliton�like pulses as attractors

�see section 	���� However� these studies are concerned with homogeneous media

�but see �	�	��� The focus of this work is periodically ampli�ed media which are� by

hypothesis� inhomogeneous�

Wave propagation in nonlinear and dispersive inhomogeneous media can be de�

scribed by equations with time or space dependent coe�cients which resemble the

NLS and KdV equations �	�� �	� �� 	��� 	�
� 	�	�� Wave propagation over an un�

even seabed ���� or propagation in inhomogeneous plasmas ���� are classic examples�

The periodic ampli�cation of optical �NLS� solitons in lossy �bre can be modelled

by adding a periodic array of delta functions� for example �		
�

i
�u

�z
�
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where L is the distance between ampli�ers� More generally Watanabe and Yajima
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�	�	�� have studied the KdV equation with an inhomogeneity I�z�� of the form

�u

�z
� �u

�u

�t
�
��u

�t�
� I�z�u � � �	���

If the inhomogeneity� I�z�� is nonzero over a shorter interval than that which non�

linearity and dispersion can have an appreciable e�ect� then the net e�ect is an

ampli�cation of strength �	�	�

� � exp
�
�
Z
I�z� dz

�
�	���

On this basis� it is not critical to use delta functions to model ampli�cation � only

that the inhomogeneity is con�ned to a region over which dispersion and inhomo�

geneity have negligible e�ect� This observation is used in chapter � to construct a

partial di�erential equation with periodic ampli�cation to model the BSO�

��� Solvable Nonlinear Partial Di�erential

Equations

Partial di�erential equations �PDE� � together with the appropriate boundary con�

ditions � constitute mathematical models of systems which depend on more than

one variable� Linear PDEs are well understood and a variety of solution techniques

are available ���� The principle of superposition is basic to Fourier methods� com�

plicated solutions can be constructed from elementary sinusoidal building blocks�

However� superposition is the �rst casualty of introducing nonlinearities� Neverthe�

less� there is a growing list of solvable nonlinear PDEs �
���

The KdV and NLS equations are completely soluble by the IST� but the e�ort

required to obtain this solution is often prohibitive� The method proceeds by inge�

niously mapping the nonlinear problem onto an associated linear problem� It is the

inverse mapping that causes di�culties� Nevertheless� the soliton solutions can be

found in a more direct manner� This section brie�y considers the IST� the direct

approach� and some special properties of the general solutions of the KdV and NLS

equations�

����� Solving Nonlinear Partial Di�erential Equations

A number of tools are available for solving the KdV and NLS equations� Often� the

full solution to a problem is not required� for instance� the soliton solution can be

found by explicitly searching for travelling waves� Travelling wave solutions to both

the KdV and NLS equations can be found with the substitution

u � u��� � u�z � c�t� �	�	��
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which reduces each problem to an ordinary di�erential equation in �� This equation

can then either be studied with phase�plane techniques or integrated directly ��	�

� 	����

In addition to the familiar soliton solution� this technique also yields the periodic

cnoidal solutions� Remarkably� the cnoidal functions can be constructed from the

algebraic sum of translated soliton solutions �
�� ��� 	�� 	��� 	��� � sometimes

called an imbricate series �
��� The physical signi�cance of this is a contentious

issue �	��� � mainly because it is reminiscent of the construction of solutions to

linear problems by superposition�

The IST is a procedure for fully solving certain nonlinear partial di�erential

equations� Although it is likened to the Fourier transform for solving linear problems�

it is far more complicated in practice� Readable accounts can be found in references

�	�� 	��� 	�	� and in�depth accounts in references ��� ��� Fully analytic solutions

are possible in only a few simple instances �e�g� u�x� t� � ��x��� and numerical

procedures are often required to solve the linear problems which arise� The IST

proceeds via an auxiliary scattering problem� which concerns the re�ection and

transmission of waves scattered from a potential well� The shape of the well changes

in time and is related to the solution of the nonlinear equation� The re�ection and

transmission coe�cients �i�e� scattering parameters� evolve trivially� so the solution

can be found by applying inverse scattering to this time�varying data� A virtue

of the IST is that it allows a good deal of information about the solution at to

be deduced from the initial condition alone� In particular� the properties of any

solitons which develop can be found by solving a single scattering problem� Often�

it is precisely this information that is of interest� since the non�soliton contribution

can be regarded as transient in many physical problems�

����� Deriving Nonlinear Evolution Equations

The Method of Multiple Scales �MMS� � or its cousin� the Reductive Perturbation

Method �RPM�� are commonly used to derive nonlinear evolution equations� Es�

sentially the MMS allows a perturbation solution to a problem by addressing the

problem on appropriate time and distance scales �	��� In this framework the rele�

vant dispersive and nonlinear e�ects become apparent� Reviews of this method can

be found in references ���� �� 		�� 	��� and examples relating to lumped nonlin�

ear transmission lines in references ���� 	��� 	�
� 	��� 	�� A MMS derivation for

propagation in optical �bre can be found in references ���� ��� 	���

Boyd �
�� has said that these methods are the Justi�cation for Inverse Scattering

� in the sense that so many physical systems are reducible to either the KdV or NLS

equations by these techniques� Without them� the KdV and NLS equations would

be mathematical curios� Such is the universality of the KdV and NLS equations�

Leroy has written two companion papers entitled �Nonlinear Evolution Equations

Without Magic�� to dispel the almost �magical� way they appear in many problems
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�		�� 	���� The number of di�erent applications of these equations is testament to

the fact that nonlinear dispersive systems all behave in a similar manner� regardless

of the particular physical manifestation �	�
��

Of course� the KdV and NLS equations are not complete descriptions of any real

system � but Multiple Scales and Reductive Perturbations are convenient ways of

reducing complex nonlinear problems to equations which are ideally soluble� The

fact that the resulting equations are based around � perhaps� in some sense close to

� the solvable equation �often the NLS or KdV equation� allows analytic progress

to be made�

����� Special Properties

In general the evolution of an initial condition can be broken into two parts� parts

which are solitons� and those which are not� The soliton solution has been discussed

in section 	�	� The part of the solution which is not a soliton is referred to as

a dispersive wave or radiation� In many applications the dispersive wave can be

treated as a transient� because it eventually dies away� while the soliton�s� emerge

intact�

It is a remarkable feature of both the KdV and NLS equations that almost

every reasonably shaped initial condition will develop into one or more solitons�

The properties of these solitons can be determined by solving the initial scattering

problem� The height� width and speed of KdV solitons are all inter�related� a

soliton of a speci�c amplitude has a speci�c width and travels at a speci�c speed

�see equation �	�
��� If an initial condition is such that more than one soliton evolves�

they will eventually separate� Envelope solitons have another degree of freedom� as

shown in equation �	���� Hence� for NLS solitons� it is possible for two pulses of

di�erent amplitudes to travel at the same speed � when this happens� they interact

in a periodic fashion and are regarded as a single �higher order� soliton ����

It is a feature of equations soluble by the IST that they possess an in�nite

number of conserved quantities��
�� 	���� The �rst few conserved quantities can

be linked with physical quantities� such as mass� energy and momentum � but

physical analogies are not known for higher order quantities� Conserved quantities

are useful when the equations are perturbed from their exact forms� For instance�

if a small loss is incorporated in the medium� modi�cations can be made to the

conserved quantities� and combined with a priori knowledge of the soliton behaviour�

approximate solutions can be deduced �����

�It is an open question whether equations with an innite number of conserved quantities are
soluble via Inverse scattering	
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��� Solitons as Attractors

It is well known that systems of ordinary� dissipative� nonlinear di�erential equations

can exhibit �chaotic� behaviour� A working de�nition of chaos is often stated as

an extreme sensitivity to initial conditions� When viewed as a function of time� the

behaviour appears stochastic� In a sense� �chaotic� behaviour is highly structured�

it can be described with a strange or chaotic attractor� Other systems are capable

of the opposite behaviour � an insensitivity to initial conditions� An example

well known in electronic engineering is Van der Pol�s equation� An analysis of this

equation in the phase plane shows that all initial conditions are attracted to a �limit

cycle�� Another simple example is the �Wein Bridge� oscillator� This oscillator

self�starts from noise to produce a sinusoidal waveform� the amplitude of which is

stabilized with nonlinear gain control�

Both ordered and chaotic states are also traits of systems described by partial

di�erential equations ���� In particular� when the system contains nonlinear and dis�

persive dynamics� the soliton � or something like a soliton � can play an important

role in any attractors that may be present� For example�

� Currently� researchers are trying to improve the performance of long�haul op�

tical soliton communication links by guiding the pulse parameters �frequency

and amplitude� to �xed or translating values � thus making them automati�

cally robust to perturbations ��	� ��� 	
�� 	
���

� Adachihara et al �� have identi�ed solitons as the �xed points in an optically

bistable ring cavity � a candidate for future optical memories �	
	��

� Nozaki and Bekki �	��� have shown that a forced dissipative NLS equation has

a soliton attractor� Again� this is a potential optical memory �	����

� In terms of the KdV equation� the addition of terms to account for instability

and dissipation promotes the formation of patterns of near soliton pulses �	��

	�� ��� ��� ��� ��� ����

� Chen et al have recently shown that Soliton Fibre Ring Lasers can self�start�

and are attracted towards solitons when the ring contains a saturable�absorber

and a frequency dependent loss ��
��

The reason that coherent structures� like solitons� are appealing in such problems

is that they o�er a simple way of describing quite complex dynamics ��� �
� 	���

	��� Instead of the in�nite degrees of freedom that are available to the system�

the behaviour can be described in terms of only a few �see �	��� and references

therein�� Even in apparently stochastic or chaotic systems� coherent structures can

play a part �	� �� 
��� Consider the weather� for instance� over long periods of time

the weather is unpredictable� but over short periods of time� forecasts can be made

by considering the interaction of individual cyclones and anticyclones� A glance at
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any weather map is enough to convince that the weather is more than random �

it contains very de�nite structures� Boyd �
�� has conjectured that the imbricate

series mentioned in section 	���	 can perhaps be generalized to study systems which

are not periodic� This assumes a dynamic system between the coherent structures

�solitons� and some e�ort has been made in this direction �		� 	
� ���� It seems

likely that solitons� and the interactions of solitons will play a key role in the future

analysis of complex systems�

��� Summary � Discussion

This chapter contains no original material� it has been devoted to background ma�

terial that will be useful in the following chapters� By far the most important idea

is of the soliton as a solution of a special nonlinear equation� As Haus remarked

���� people who have worked with solitons are always surprised at their natural

stability and robustness to noise� It seems that nonlinear� dispersive media want

to form solitons � almost any initial waveform will eventually develop into one or

more solitons� Of particular relevance to this work are oscillators constructed from

nonlinear transmission lines� and which have soliton oscillation modes�

The sheer number of applications that solitons have found in di�erent �elds�

suggests the soliton may be an example of an underlying physical unity� Quoting

James Kruhmansl�s retiring American Physical Society presidential address ����

However� and truly remarkably� there is another limiting phenomenon

that often occurs in nonlinear systems� namely the development �asymp�

totically� of limiting forms of orderly behaviour out of chaotic conditions�

The soliton is one such� and in a deep sense may give a clue to why we

�nd ourselves in a structured universe� rather than an unstructured soup�

Indeed� the very discovery of the soliton was connected to the Fermi�Pasta�Ulam

problem� a system in which the energy was �supposed� to thermalise amongst the

Fourier modes� but in which the modes co�operated to produce solitons �see �	�
�

and references therein�� In the following chapters� systems will be considered which

are given every opportunity to behave like �soup� but in fact produce solitons�
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A BASEBAND SOLITON OSCILLATOR

This chapter introduces a novel nonlinear oscillator� The construction is examined

in detail� as are the various oscillation modes� Figure 
�	 shows a characteristically

smooth soliton as it endlessly traverses a loop of nonlinear transmission line�� The

period of waveform is the time taken for one circumnavigation of the loop� Atten�

uation in the transmission line is compensated for with a single ampli�er� and the

oscillation appears the instant the ampli�er is turned on� Because of the nature

Figure ��� A Typical waveform observed in the Baseband Soliton Oscillator	

of the pulse� the device has been called the �Baseband Soliton Oscillator�� or sim�

ply the �BSO�� The BSO is a completely autonomous system� it is free to form

oscillation modes without external in�uence�

�Figures in this chapter are taken directly from a Hewlett�Packard HP�����A digital oscillo�
scope	 The rst group of characters at the top of the screen refer to the channel number and the
vertical scale in volts per division 
��� mV�	 The �BW� symbol indicates that a low pass lter

�dB cut�o� � ��MHz� is enabled to lter out radio�frequency interference	 The second group of
characters refers to the time per horizontal division 
��	� �s�	 The �Av� symbol shows that the
displayed waveform is an average of the last � traces	 The symbol on the right�hand side shows
the location of �zero volts� for this channel	
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The oscillator architecture was motivated by a desire to increase the apparent

length of the transmission line� In this way experiments can be performed which

would otherwise require a very long length of transmission line �	���� In an attempt

to see how many times a pulse could be recirculated� it was found that the system

had adopted a character of its own� A plethora of pulses had formed and were

circulating ad�in�nitum� After adjustment� the operation was re�ned so that only

a single pulse was present in the loop� The initial observations were reported in

reference �	��� where the oscillations were compared with the periodic solutions of

the Toda lattice� The transmission line used in that study was kindly provided by

the Department of Physics�� It became clear that a transmission line constructed

speci�cally for studying the BSO would have advantages over the original line� Sec�

tion 
�	 is devoted to detailing the construction of the second transmission line� and

the oscillator formed from it�

The behaviour of the BSO is described in section 
�
� Wherever possible� ex�

planations are given in terms of the simple physical attributes of the oscillator�

Many of these experimental observations are con�rmed in the next chapter� where a

Korteweg�de Vries equation is derived to describe the propagation in the transmis�

sion line� The chapter concludes with a summary and discussion in section 
���

��� Description

Figure 
�
 shows a schematic diagram containing the essential elements of the BSO�

A loop of nonlinear transmission line is completed with an ampli�er and high pass

�lter� To maintain the unidirectional operation of the BSO� care must be taken

to prevent re�ections� In particular� the input impedance of the �lter must match

that of the transmission line� Figure 
�� shows a circuit diagram of the BSO� The

Nonlinear Transmission Line

H.P. Filter Amplifier

Figure ��� Schematic of the BSO

combination of bu�er and matched load ensures the input impedance of the �lter

�Department of Physics� University of Canterbury� Christchurch� New Zealand	
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approaches that of the transmission line� An exact match is not possible because

the transmission line is nonlinear and dispersive� A simple high pass �lter has been
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Figure ��� Circuit diagram of the Baseband Soliton Oscillator	 R� � R� � ���� Cb � ��F�
L � ����mH� Rf � ���k�� Cf � ��F	

included to prevent a low frequency instability � normal operation is not possible

without it� The �lter� together with the ampli�er� transmission line and matched

load constitute the main elements of the BSO� each is considered in more detail in

the following sections�

����� Nonlinear Transmission Line

The transmission line was constructed on prototyping board with parallel copper

tracks and ��	� pitch holes� The varactor diodes are high quality devices� designed

to operate up to microwave frequencies� On the other hand� the inductors exhibit

signi�cant departures from ideal behaviour at the operating frequencies of the BSO�

The basic elements of the transmission line are the varactors� the matched load and

the inductors�

������� Inductor

Each inductor is individually wound with 
�� turns of ��
 mm enameled wire on a

ferrite �RM�� core �equivalent to grades A	��Q��N
���� with an inductance factor

��Radio Spares� data library note ����	
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�AL� of 
�� nH �� The behaviour deviates from that of an ideal inductor for several

reasons� A realistic model must include the e�ects of series resistance� inter�winding

capacitance and high frequency losses� Here each e�ect is modelled with an equiva�

lent lumped value� as shown in �gure 
�� �	�� 	���� In studies of lumped nonlinear

Cp

Gp

RsL

Figure ��� The inductor equivalent circuit has elements to account for series resistance

Rs�� inter�winding capacitance 
Cp� and high�frequency losses 
Gp�	

lines� it is generally accepted that the most signi�cant damping e�ect is due to the

resistance of the windings �Rs� �	�
�� In this study� high�frequency losses �Gp� must

be considered because they are central to the stability of the BSO� The Inter�winding

capacitance �Cp� contributes to the dispersion and must also be considered�

Referring now to �gure 
��� the series resistance� Rs � ��� �� and inductance�

L � 
��� mH� were both measured at 	 kHz with a Phillips PM���
 RLC meter�

The e�ects of interwinding capacitance and high frequency losses have been assumed

negligible at this low frequency� Cp and Gp were established using the arrangement

shown in �gure 
��� A comparison was made between the theoretical response of

the lumped equivalent model �shown� and the measured response of the actual in�

ductor� The magnitude and phase response of the network were measured with a

Hewlett Packard ����A spectrum analyser and compared with the response of the

model� The lumped equivalent for the interwinding capacitance� Cp� was determined

from the self�resonant frequency �� 
�� kHz�� Cp � 
���pF was found to give the

best match� The lumped equivalent for the high frequency losses� Gp� principally

e�ects the quality of the resonance� A value of Gp � �	��M���� was found to give

the best �t between the model and measurements� The measured magnitude re�

sponse and the magnitude response of the model closely agree over a range well past

the self�resonant frequency� The phase response gradually deviates with increasing

frequency� but closely agrees over the operating frequencies of the BSO�

������� Varactor

The nonlinear capacitance is provided by ZETEX ZC�
�B hyper�abrupt varac�

tor diodes� These diodes were chosen because their nonlinear capacitance closely

��Philips� data handbook� Soft Ferrites�����	
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Cp

Gp

RsL

Vin Vout

Figure ��� Test circuit for establishing the equivalent interwinding capacitance and high
frequency loss	

matches the dependency required for the Toda lattice �	�
�� This characteristic sim�

pli�es the analysis in the next chapter� where propagation in the transmission line

is approximated with a KdV equation� To guard against inhomogeneities� � diodes

were initially selected from a large pool according to their capacitance at a reverse

bias of 
V� The capacitance can be described by�

C�v� �
C�

�	 � v�F��
N

�
�	�

Here C�v� is the capacitance at a voltage v� C� is the capacitance at �V� F� is the

contact potential� and N is the power law of the junction or  slope factor�� According

to linear theory� this allows a nominal characteristic impedance to be de�ned as

�� �

s
L

C�
�
�
�

and a nominal phase velocity as

	� �
	p
LC�

�
���

A series resistance completes the varactor model� as shown in �gure 
��� A model

provided by ZETEX� gives the required parameters as C� � 	���� pF � F� � 
�
�V �

N � 	��	�� and Rc � ���� �� A more approximate and convenient model will su�ce

for current purposes� We take Rc � �� F� � 
�� and N � 	� Referring to �gure


��� provision has been made to apply a dc bias� Vdc� to the transmission line� This

e�ectively shifts the operating point of the BSO along the nonlinear capacitance

�ZETEX Application note� ZETEX variable capacitance diodes	
�ZETEX ZC���A Spice Model� ������	
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Figure ��� Varactor model

curve� and can be accounted for by de�ning�

F � F� � Vdc � 
�� � Vdc �
���

The �nal model is

C�v� �
�
�


�� � Vdc � v
pF �

�
�

F � v
pF �
���

where v is the voltage in excess of the bias voltage� For nonzero bias levels� the nom�

inal phase velocity and nominal characteristic impedance follow from substituting

C��� for C� in equations �
�
� and �
���

To verify this model� the capacitance of each varactor diode was measured at

various levels of reverse bias� Known capacitances were used to �nd the resonant

frequency of a series resistor�inductor�capacitor resonant circuit� The bias voltage

required for resonance when the capacitors were replaced by varactors was then

recorded� To minimize nonlinear distortion� the series resistance was adjusted to

keep the resonant waveforms small�

The measured data appears in �gure 
�� along with the curve given by equation

�
��� �Vdc � ��� Each data point is marked with an open circle � the tight grouping

of the circles have merged into an almost continuous mark� A greater spread is found

at higher bias levels because the method becomes insensitive as the capacitance

curve �attens	� It is apparent that for smaller reverse bias levels ���
V� the model

corresponds well with the measured data and the varactors are tightly grouped�

������� Additional losses

In addition to those losses due to the �nite quality of the inductors and varactors�

other losses have been deliberately introduced� This allows some experimental con�

trol over the attenuation in the transmission line� The resistances R� and R� in

�gure 
�
 are �xed at R� � R� � ��� throughout this work�

�Note that this is slightly di�erent from the usual denition �����	
�Small variations in capacitance produce large changes in bias in this region	
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Figure ��� Varactor capacitance� as measured and given by equation 
�	�� 
Vdc � ��	

����� Matched Load

The matched load is formed from several sections of nonlinear transmission line and

a termination� It is well established that a linear dispersionless transmission line can

be perfectly terminated with its characteristic impedance� so that each frequency

is perfectly absorbed by the resistive termination� In the case of the lumped  LC�

transmission line� dispersion dictates that this can only be achieved at one frequency�

If the transmission line is nonlinear� the termination must also be nonlinear �	�� �

this is not easy to achieve�

Although the termination shown in �gure 
�� cannot provide a perfect match�

it is simple and e�ective nevertheless� It is essentially the termination discussed in

reference �	�� with the addition of a blocking capacitor Cb� The blocking capacitor

Cb

L / 2

0

Figure ��� Termination� Cb � ��F

is to prevent a voltage divider forming at � Hz between the transmission line series

resistance and the nominal termination resistance� ��� This would present a small

gradient in bias voltages when the line was biased at other than �V� Cb is chosen to

present an impedance very much smaller than �� at the lowest possible oscillation

frequency� The value in �gure 
�� was chosen by increasing the value well past the
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point where no changes in oscillation were discernible�

At least three other terminations have been suggested in the literature� Each�

although possibly more e�ective� is more complicated than the one shown in �gure


��� The �rst uses a number of sections of the transmission line combined with an

increasing tapered resistance �	��� The second utilises a second inductor and a

capacitor proportional to the nominal capacitance �	�
�� The third uses a piece�wise

nonlinear termination ����� but the exact formulation is not given�

����� Ampli�er and Filter

A simple high�pass �lter element is included to inhibit low frequency instability�

Without the �lter� the oscillator sits at the upper supply rail of the ampli�er when

the gain is increased beyond some critical value� A spurious mode of oscillation

occurs if the cut�o� frequency of the �lter is too low� In this case� a very low

frequency oscillation is observed with a period of several milliseconds� Although the

nature of this mode has not been considered� its origin is apparently due to excessive

gain at sub�harmonic frequencies�

The reciprocal requirement is that the �lter has little e�ect at the frequency of

the �rst harmonic� so that the oscillator is free to form travelling waves� The values

Cf � 	�F and Rf � �� k� were found to give good results� but the exact values

are not critical�

The role of the ampli�er is to compensate for transmission line losses� The gain

is controlled via the voltage divider in �gure 
��� The bandwidth is much greater

than the operational frequencies of the BSO� and so the ampli�er is considered ideal�

��� Oscillation Modes

With the physical construction of the BSO understood� the goal of this section is to

give a broad understanding of its operation� A closer examination of the waveforms

and the underlying principles will appear in later chapters� Basically� oscillation is

initiated by increasing the gain to some critical value� �c say� Beyond this value a

periodic waveform circulates in the loop� The amplitude of the waveform depends

on the gain � large gains produce large waveforms� and small gains produce small

waveforms� Whenever possible� physical arguments are made to explain the observed

behaviour � mathematical arguments are left to later chapters�

The oscillation pictured in �gure 
�	 is fundamental to the BSO and is considered

in section 
�
�	� A second mode appears when the gain in further increased �

the oscillation bifurcates from one pulse to two pulses� Because of their di�erent

amplitudes� each pulse travels at a di�erent speed� and therefore the pulses collide

periodically� This mode of operation is considered in section 
�
�
� The �original�

BSO �the oscillator on which the discovery was made� is used in section 
�
�� to

illustrate the idea of a soliton lattice�
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����� Single Pulses

There are three parameters which can be easily varied to alter the waveform shown

in �gure 
�	� the gain� the level of reverse bias� and the length of the loop� This

section considers the e�ect of each of these factors�

������� The E�ect of Varying the Gain

Altering the gain alters the amplitude of the oscillation� Figure 
�� shows three os�

cilloscope traces of waveforms observed immediately after the ampli�er� The length

of the loop is N � �� and the reverse bias is Vdc � �� so that each waveform has a

zero mean� This mode of operation is generally observed for a large range of reverse

bias levels� and for most lengths of loop�

The change in gain necessary to generate these steady states is quite small�

typically a few percent at most� As the gain is increased the waveform smoothly

transforms from almost sinusoidal to pulse�like� A close inspection reveals the large

waveform has a slightly lesser period than the smaller waveforms� A feature of

nonlinear media is that they are a�ected by the waveforms propagating in them�

thus the increased speed of the larger pulse is due to a self�induced reduction in the

capacitance� via equation �
����

Figure ��	 The e�ect of varying the amplier gain� with increasing gain the waveform
transforms from almost sinusoidal to an individual pulse	 The gains are �	���� �	��� and
�	��� respectively	 The period of larger waveforms is marginally less than smaller waveforms
and the FWHM decreases with increasing amplitude	

Moreover� the FWHM
 of the waveforms in �gure 
�� decreases with increasing

amplitude� which consistent with the behaviour of KdV soliton� In essence� small

amplitudes generate less nonlinearity� which requires less dispersion to acheive the

�Full Width at Half Maximum
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balance for a soliton or cnoidal wave� In turn� a broader waveform experiences less

dispersion because it occupies less bandwidth than a narrow waveform�

������� The E�ect of Varying the Reverse Bias

Figure 
�	� shows the e�ect of changing the reverse bias� In each case the amplitude

of the waveforms is kept constant by adjusting the gain� As the reverse bias is

increased�

�� less ampli�cation is necessary to maintain the same amplitude�

�� the period substantially reduces�

�� the FWHM increases� even though the amplitude is kept constant�

Each of these e�ects can be linked to the dependence of the nominal capacitance on

reverse bias�

Figure ���
 The e�ect of varying the reverse bias	 The bias levels and gains are� top�
Vdc � �V � � � ������ middle� Vdc � �V � � � ������ bottom Vdc � �V � � � �����	

Increasing the reverse bias alters the operating point on the varactor capacitance

curve� Equation �
��� shows that the nominal phase velocity increases when the

nominal capacitance is reduced� and consequently reduces the period� Moreover�

equation �
�
� indicates that the nominal characteristic impedance increases with

increasing reverse bias� In linear transmission lines the attenuation depends on

the value of the resistive components relative to the characteristic impedance �	����

Thus� increasing the reverse bias reduces the e�ective loss of the line� and reduces

the gain necessary to produce a given waveform amplitude�

The reason for the increase in FWHM is more involved� The shape of a waveform

is determined by two factors� nonlinearity and dispersion� If either the nonlinearity

weakens or the dispersion strengthens� the waveform will broaden to maintain the
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correct �soliton� balance� Figure 
� shows that the capacitance characteristic �at�

tens with increasing reverse bias � thus the nonlinearity is weaker� and pulses in

the oscillator broaden���

������� The E�ect of Varying the Loop Length

The e�ect of changing the length of the loop is to alter the distance a waveform has

to travel� thereby changing the period� However� there is a minimum length of loop

necessary for normal operation� The oscillator does not behave as described above

when the loop is shorter than about 	� sections� Instead� a large oscillation appears

which saturates the ampli�er� The period of the oscillation is approximately ten

times the circulation time of the loop�

������� The E�ect of Disturbances

The waveforms in the BSO are stable� they have been observed for periods of many

hours without changing� However� the oscillator is susceptible to disturbances to

the transmission line of a capacitive nature � especially in the part of the loop

close to the input of the �lter� However� the operation is relatively impervious to

disturbances at the other end of the transmission line� Generally� the e�ect of an

oscilloscope probe is to slightly alter the amplitude of the oscillation� Even a high

impedance active probe has this e�ect� although to a lesser degree� In general� the

qualitative behaviour of the BSO is maintained� even when disturbances a�ect the

amplitude of the oscillation�

����� Multiple Pulses

The structure of the oscillation changes when the gain is increased beyond that

needed to produce the largest waveform in �gure 
��� A smaller pulse appears and

circulates along with the existing large pulse� Figure 
�		 shows an oscilloscope

trace of this mode� When the second pulse �rst appears� it is far smaller than the

existing pulse� as the gain is further increased� the smaller pulse grows relatively

more quickly�

Figure 
�		 demonstrates how pulses of di�erent amplitudes travel at di�erent

speeds� Figure 
�	
 shows a close up view of the two pulses� showing the interdepen�

dence of the height and width� The di�erence in speed causes the pulses to collide

at regular intervals� It is interesting that the amplitude of the waveform during the

collision is smaller than the algebraic sum of the two pulses � a characteristic and

nonlinear feature of KdV soliton collisions�

If the gain is increased still further� the BSO reverts to circulating a tall single

pulse� as shown in �gure 
�	�� The pulse has a fore and aft oscillation� but this is

�	It will be shown in the next chapter that � in addition to the weakened nonlinearity � the
dispersion of the transmission line increases when the reverse bias is increased	
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Figure ���� The collision of two pulses� The taller of the two pulses travels faster� and thus
periodically collides with the smaller pulse	

Figure ���� A close up of the individual pulses	 The taller pulse is narrower than the
shorter pulse� which is consistent with the solitons of the KdV equation	

relatively small compared with the main body of the pulse� The point at which the

oscillation reverts to the single pulse mode depends sensitively on the termination

resistance ��� A decrease of 	 or 
 percent from the nominal characteristic impedance

allows the smaller pulse to become signi�cantly larger before the two�pulse oscillation

disappears� If the gain is again increased� another small pulse forms in addition to

the large pulse� i�e� the two�pulse solution returns�

This �double pulse� behaviour is not evident for all lengths of loop or for all

bias levels� In some con�gurations� the single pulse will continue to grow until the

ampli�er saturates at the power supply voltage� without bifurcating to the two�

pulse mode� Moreover� it is possible for the transitions between the one and two

pulse regimes to exhibit a hysteresis e�ect �the gain may be reduced below that

which is needed to initiate two�pulse operation� and still maintain two pulses� and a
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Figure ���� The double pulse mode reverts to a single pulse when the gain is further
increased	

bistability �the oscillation may alter between the one�pulse and two�pulse modes with

a large disturbance�� However� neither is evident in the con�guration considered

in this section� In general� the bifurcation from single�pulse mode to two�pulse

mode is a characteristic feature of the BSO� and will later appear in both computer

simulations �chapter �� and a partial di�erential equation model �chapter ���

����� Soliton Lattices

There is an aspect of the �original� BSO that is not clearly evident in the oscillator

discussed in the previous sections� The original BSO supports a circulating pattern

of pulses � or a �soliton lattice�� Gorshkov et al ���� ��� �rst introduced the concept

of a soliton lattice� a soliton lattice is an ensemble of weakly interacting solitons

which behave like classical particles with assigned potential �elds� The potential is

determined by the shape of the �tail� of the pulse� which exponentially decreases�

and may be oscillatory� The ensemble of pulses forms a lattice when the forces

between the nearest neighbours balance�

The original BSO is not considered outside this section� It is recalled here solely

to document an interesting observation� The signi�cant deviations from the BSO in

section 
�	 are�

�� The transmission line is 	�� section long� with a loop length of � sections�

�� The inductance is smaller �	���H� and the varactor diodes are Phillips BA	�
�

These diodes � when operating at a the reverse bias level of Vdc � 
V � have

a nonlinear capacitance given approximately by C�v� � 

������ � v� pF

�� The high�pass �lter is used to control the gain via a variable resistor and

a variable capacitor ��gure 
�	��� The variable resistor is used to coarsely

initiate oscillation and the variable capacitor provides a �ner adjustment�
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Figure ���� Filter for the �original� BSO

The basic operation of this BSO is the same as discussed in previous sections�

Figure 
�	� shows a characteristic soliton waveform� although in this case there are

two pulses present in the loop� By adjusting the variable capacitance a variety of

Figure ���� Waveforms observed in the �original� oscillator	 There are two pulses in the loop	

patterns can be observed ��gure 
�	��� These patterns are believed to be examples

of soliton lattices� Other patterns are possible� but these are the most illustrative�

The signi�cant overlap between pulses indicates that the interaction between pulses

is strong� Although Gorshkov et al�s analysis applies to weakly interacting pulses�

the �avour of their ideas is certainly relevant�

Figure 
�	��a� shows four pulses which do not maintain a �xed separation as

they do in �gure 
�	�� Figure 
�	��b� shows a three pulse soliton lattice in which

the inter�pulse distances are �xed� There is only one repetition of this pattern in

the loop� Figure 
�	��c� shows a similar pattern with four pulses� While each of

these oscillations is stable� a large disturbance may trigger a transition from one

steady�state to another�

It must be noted that this device is not as well controlled as the BSO discussed

previously in this chapter� The varactor capacitance is not tightly controlled� and
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a� Four pulses in relative motion	


b� Three pulses in a xed formation


c� Four pulses in a xed formation

Figure ���� Examples of soliton lattices in the �original� BSO	
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the �lter variable capacitor introduces an additional mitigating factor� Moreover�

the form of the soliton lattice depends critically on the termination� In spite of these

de�ciencies� the oscillations in �gure 
�	� are too interesting not to mention� even if

only in passing�

The soliton lattice is a classic illustration of how complicated solutions can be

assembled from elemental soliton building blocks� This is currently a topic of some

interest� as the principle applies to certain partial di�erential equations ���� ����

Typically the equation is of the form ���� ��� ��� ��� 	��

�u

�t
� u

�u

�x
� 
u � �

��u

�x�
� �

��u

�x�
� �

��u

�x�
� � �
���

The steady state solutions to this equation show similarities to the soliton lattices

shown in �gure 
�	�� The salient properties of the steady states of this equation�

with proper choices of the parameters for uniform damping �
�� instability ����

dispersion ��� and frequency dependent damping ��� are�

�� An array of pulses� close in shape to the underlying KdV soliton� which may or

may not have equal spacings� and which may or may not be in relative motion�

The number of pulses which form depends critically on the initial condition�

�� The asymptotic amplitude of the pulses are equal� and do not depend on the

initial conditions�

The �rst point is evident in the oscillations shown in �gure 
�	�� However� contrary

to point 
� the pulses in this �gure are not all the same amplitude� It is noteworthy

that the amplitude of the trailing pulses in �gure 
�	� are always smaller than the

leading pulses� A possible explanation of how pulses of di�erent amplitudes can

form a lattice has been given by Gorshkov et al ����� They show that the addition

of high�frequency losses raises a �plateau� behind a pulse� High�frequency losses

are known to be present in the transmission line� and �gure 
�	� clearly shows a

plateau behind each pulse� While a second� smaller soliton would usually travel

more slowly� by sitting on the plateau of the leading pulse its amplitude �and speed�

can be boosted su�ciently for the pair to travel as a single bound state�

This section is a digression from the main track of this thesis� Complicated

solutions to the BSO have been suggested as examples of soliton lattices� The

behaviour of these patterns has been noted to be close to that of a certain nonlinear

partial di�erential equation� The study of complicated nonlinear phenomenon in

terms of interacting elemental solutions is in its infancy � but is potentially a very

powerful approach� As in section 	��� we note that the weather is an example of

a tremendously complicated system in which the interaction of de�nite coherent

structures �cyclones and anticyclones� is the basis for forecasting� It is clear that

the elemental solutions must be studied before the more complicated solutions can

be considered� This thesis is largely concerned with understanding the elemental

behaviour � hopefully laying a foundation to study more complicated aspects�
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��� Summary � Discussion

This chapter has introduced the Baseband Soliton Oscillator� The BSO is formed

from a loop of lossy nonlinear medium with a single ampli�er to compensate for

losses� It is capable of supporting one or more pulses which circulate endlessly in

the loop� These pulses are strongly reminiscent of the solitons of the KdV equation�

The dependence of the oscillation modes on the adjustable oscillator parameters

have been individually discussed�

The BSO is self�starting� if the gain is su�cient� a steady oscillation is imme�

diately established� This means a noisy initial state is fashioned into the steady

state waveforms after successive passes around the loop� This transient behaviour

has not been addressed� and is di�cult to satisfactorily observe� Conceptually at

least� the process can be likened to other self�starting nonlinear oscillators� The

Wein Bridge Oscillator is essentially a bandpass �lter with an ampli�er supplying

positive feedback� If an initially noisy initial state is assumed� then this state is

recursively shaped by the �lter and only the frequency with the correct phase rela�

tionship survives to form the steady state� The �lter is shape selective� in that only

a waveform with the correct temporal shape can be applied at the input and appear

at the output ready to be ampli�ed to its former state� The nonlinear transmission

line of the BSO achieves a similar result� it recursively fashions noise into the shape

which can traverse the network and be re�ampli�ed back to its former state� In

essence� there are four mechanisms operating to produce a steady state in the BSO�

dispersion� nonlinearity� attenuation� and ampli�cation� A steady state is reached

when the oscillator achieves a balance among all four�

Other electrical oscillators which are known to produce similar waveforms have

been discussed in chapter 	� The ampli�cation in these systems is provided ei�

ther by distributed tunnel dioded� or by pumping the line to induce parametric

ampli�cation� An oscillator with lumped ampli�cation is easier to implement� and

analogous to certain optical devices� For example� in nonlinear optical communica�

tions� lumped ampli�cation is currently of great interest as it has been demonstrated

that optical solitons can traverse trans�oceanic distances without serious distortion�

Also� the Soliton Fibre Ring Laser ��� �
� 		�� 	��� seems particularly close in oper�

ation to the BSO� The ring laser is simply formed from a loop of optical �bre which

contains a single optical ampli�er� The basic feature of both the BSO and SFRL is

soliton�like pulses which endlessly traverse the nonlinear cavities�

In the context of this thesis� the BSO represents a concrete prototype of a peri�

odically ampli�ed soliton system� Much of the following work is motivated by the

enchanting behaviour of this device� The next chapter deals with the question of

the stability of the BSO and the underlying KdV dynamics�
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BSO STABILITY AND KDV DYNAMICS

As the BSO is essentially a positive feedback loop� its stability is a key issue� This

chapter explores the stability of the BSO and its underlying Korteweg�de Vries dy�

namics� Section ��	 uses a computer model to isolate the key ingredients needed for

stability� In section ��
� KdV�like equations are derived to describe propagation in

the transmission line� These equations are used to explain many of the characteris�

tics that were observed in chapter 
�

The periodic solutions of the KdV equation have been well studied� The most

elementary periodic solution is the so�called �cnoidal� wave� Restricting the cnoidal

solution to have both the same spatial period and mean value as the BSO generates

a solution which depends on a single parameter� In section ���� this solution is

directly compared with a single parameter family of BSO oscillations�

The two�pulse oscillation mode� previously shown in �gures 
�		 and 
�	
� pro�

vides an opportunity to observe a subtle aspect of soliton interaction� Because the

smaller pulse grows more rapidly than the taller� the interaction of two solitons

of di�erent amplitudes can be observed by varying the ampli�er gain� Lax �	���

has shown that three regimes can be observed when two KdV solitons collide� each

regime depends on the relative amplitude of the pulses� The various pulse interac�

tions are considered in relation to the BSO in section ����

In view of the central role oscillators play in electrical and electronic engineering�

section ��� discusses potential applications of the BSO� This chapter concludes with

a summary and discussion in section ����

��� Stability Study

If the balance between ampli�cation and attenuation were unstable� a waveform

in the BSO would either be continuously ampli�ed or decay to zero� It will be

demonstrated that a loss which increases with increasing frequency is necessary for

stability� A computer model allows the frequency dependent losses to be removed

from the BSO to test this hypothesis�

Computer simulations are necessarily divorced from the real world� A simulation

can strip away the unnecessary� distracting features of a system to leave the salient
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aspects bare� The frequency dependent losses in the BSO can be attributed to two

sources� the inductor high frequency losses �Gp in �gure 
��� and the resistance in

series with each varactor diode �R� in �gure 
���� The frequency dependent nature of

these losses is con�rmed in section ��
� with the aid of a partial di�erential equation�

The next section introduces a simpli�ed computer model of the BSO� A math�

ematical description of this system is obtained by writing an ordinary di�erential

equation for the current through each inductor and the voltage across each capaci�

tor �	���� The Runge�Kutta�Fehlberg algorithm is an ordinary di�erential equation

solver which can be applied to this system of equations� and is considered in sec�

tion ��	�
� Section ��	�� shows that the computer model shares the same variety of

steady states as the experimental BSO� In section ��	��� the frequency dependent

losses are removed and a search for steady states conducted� The absence of steady

states indicates that a frequency dependent loss is necessary for stability�

����� A Simpli�ed BSO Model

A complete model is unnecessary to study the stability of the BSO� A simpli�ed

model of the transmission line appears in �gure ��	� it is based on the BSO presented

in the previous chapter� The capacitance is given by equation �
��� with Vdc � 	V�

The major deviations from the experimental BSO are the absence interwinding

capacitance and high�frequency losses for each inductor�� and di�erent component

values in the high pass �lter� The termination blocking capacitor �see �gure 
����

L=20.5 mH

R2=39

10.25 mH

1 35

R1=39

C(v)v
0Vin Vout

37

Figure ��� Simplied model of the BSO transmission line	 The line has �� varactor diodes
� the loop is formed on the ��th	

Cb� has been omitted because it must charge through the termination resistance ���

This lengthens the time needed to �nd a steady state� However� the e�ect of dc bias

can be included directly� by altering the parameters of the nonlinear capacitance�

�The interwinding capacitance� as shown in gure �	� is di�cult to simulate because the chain of
series capacitors provide a low impedance path for high frequencies	 This makes the corresponding
system of di�erential equations highly sensitive to numerical noise� and drastically increases the
time needed to nd a steady state	
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The BSO is modelled by relating the input voltage �Vin� to a voltage further

down the line� �Vout�� The bu�er� ampli�er and �lter are all modeled with the

arrangement in �gure ��
� The voltage at the ��th section is �ltered� ampli�ed

and re�injected into the transmission line� The entire system can be simulated by

VinVout

47 k

47 k

33 nF

2

Figure ��� Simplied model for the high pass lter and amplier	 Vin and Vout relate to
the voltages in gure �	�	

writing state equations for each inductor and capacitor �	���� these equations are

given in appendix A� The resulting system of ordinary di�erential equations can

be integrated using a standard solver� such as the Runge�Kutta�Fehlberg method�

����� The Runge�Kutta�Fehlberg Method

The Runge�Kutta�Fehlberg method� with automatic step size� is a robust algorithm

for solving systems of ordinary di�erential equations �	��� The automatic step�size

feature allows the integration to proceed quickly through regions of little change�

The details of this algorithm can be found in reference ����� where it is labeled

�RKF���� The algorithm requires six function evaluations per time step� resulting

in both a fourth order and �fth order estimate� The di�erence between the estimates

is used to control the step size� The numerical simulations in this and later chapters

were performed under the matlab computational environment� where the routine

is labeled �ODE��� �		��� The algorithm is self starting� and requires a single

parameter governing the accuracy to be supplied by the user� As a general rule this

parameter� tol say� is chosen conservatively� so a decrease in its value produces no

discernible change in the result�

����� Steady State Oscillations of the BSO Model

In the lossless case� the transmission line in �gure ��	 is equivalent to the Toda

Lattice� Therefore� oscillation was initiated by launching the soliton solution given

by �		�

Vin � F sinh����sech� �sinh���t� ���	�

into the beginning of the transmission line� The loop was then closed� and the

steady states in �gure ��� obtained for gains of � � 	���� 	����	� 	����� These
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Figure ��� Steady states observed in the simplied BSO model	 Dashed line� � � ������	
Dotted line� � � ������	 Solid line� � � ������	

waveforms display the characteristic cnoidal!soliton shape that is expected from

experimental observations of the BSO� The steady states are almost symmetric� with

a slight asymmetry developing in the larger waveform� When the gain is increased

beyond that in �gure ���� the single�pulse steady state bifurcates to a double�pulse

waveform� The two pulses travel at di�erent speeds and periodically interact in the

manner shown in �gure 
�		�

Thus� the behaviour of the simpli�ed model is the same as observed in experi�

ments� pulses follow cnoidal waveforms� and a double cnoidal wave develops when

the gain is su�cient� This con�rms the model includes the features necessary to

replicate the dynamics of the BSO� For instance� the interwinding capacitance af�

fects the shape of the oscillation modes� but is not essential to the operation of the

BSO� It follows that the mechanism which stabilizes the experimental BSO is also

present in this simpli�ed model� and that� the model can be used to isolate this

mechanism�

����� Stability of the BSO

From a dynamical systems perspective� the �zero� solution is a stable attractor of the

system when the gain is su�ciently low� This is evident from the physical operation

of the BSO� When the gain is increased� the zero�solution loses its stability� and

oscillation is initiated�

For small oscillations the transmission line in �gure ��	 is essentially linear�

Indeed� the small waveforms observed in the BSO become increasingly sinusoidal

as the gain is reduced� The behaviour of a linear transmission line is completely

characterized by its dispersion relationship� In this section the stability of the model

will be tested when the resistance in series with the varactor diodes is removed� The
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dispersion relation is then

� � i
R�

L
 �

�

LC���
sin�

k



���
�

By examining the real part of the solution for � it can be shown that all frequencies

attenuate by a factor of exp��R�t�
L�� The critical gain� �c say� is the ampli�cation

needed to overcome the losses experienced by a sinusoid with a wavelength equal to

the length of the transmission line� If the speed of a such a sinusoid is approximated

by the nominal phase velocity�� the critical gain is just

�c � exp�
R�N


��
� �����

where �� is the nominal characteristic impedance and N is the BSO loop length�

The frequency dependent losses in the simpli�ed BSO model are due only to the

varactor series resistance R�� To test the dependence of BSO stability on R�� we

hypothesize that the stability is due to some other mechanism� If no steady states

can be found when R� � � the hypothesis will be contradicted� and it follows that

R� is necessary for stable oscillations� This requires proof that steady states will

not form in every instance� which is impossible to achieve numerically� Instead� we

show the formation of a steady state with R� � � is highly improbable�

We take the intermediate steady state in �gure ��� �dotted line� as an initial

condition� When R� is set to zero� and the gain reduced according to equation

������ it is found that the cnoidal features of the oscillation are destroyed� When the

gain is increased from �c by the same fraction which produced the larger steady state

in �gure ��� �solid line�� an explosive instability develops� Figure ��� shows how the

maximum and minimum values of the oscillation develop with time� This graph

masks the fact that several pulses have developed in the later stages� When the

gain is reduced marginally from the critical value in equation ������ the oscillations

decay towards zero� This is shown in �gure ���� where the gain is reduced by the

same fraction that produced a steady state with nonzero R� �dashed line� in �gure

����

Small changes in gain � which produced steady states with nonzero R� �

produce either an explosive instability or cause the waveform to decay to zero�

This sensitivity to � indicates that frequency dependent losses are necessary for the

stability of the BSO� A frequency dependent loss cannot� in itself� lead to stability

� it must co�operate with the pulse shaping e�ects of dispersion and nonlinearity�

Consider the intermediate steady state shown in �gure ���� If the amplitude grows

for any reason� the dispersive!nonlinear competition will sharpen the oscillation�

which leads to a greater dissipation due to the frequency dependent losses� This

action pulls the waveform back to its steady state amplitude� Similarly� if the

�The actual velocity will be slightly smaller because of dispersion	
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Figure ��� The two lines represent the maximum and minimum values of the oscillation
in gure �	�	 An explosive instability develops when R� � �� and the gain is increased
marginally above the critical value� �c	
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Figure ��� The two lines represent the maximum and minimum values of the oscillation in
gure �	�	 The oscillation decay towards zero when the gain is reduced marginally below the
critical value� �c	

amplitude were to reduce� so too would the dissipation� and the pulse would be

pulled back to the steady state condition� This process relies on the nonlinearity

and dispersion of the transmission line to shape the pulse� The next section derives

a KdV�like equation which describes propagation in the line� and thus determines

shape of the BSO steady states�
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��� A Perturbed KdV Equation

Apart from the idealized lossless case� a discrete description of the nonlinear trans�

mission line is unwieldy in analysis� However� progress can be made with a long�

wavelength approximation� in which propagation depends continuously on the spa�

tial variable� x say� Section ��
�	 gives both the time and space evolution equations

for the nonlinear transmission line used in the BSO� A discussion of the physical

relevance of these equations follows in section ��
�
� before they are transformed into

convenient canonical forms in section ��
���

����� Two KdV equations

The Method of Multiple Scales� or the Reductive Perturbations technique� are stan�

dard ways to reduce complicated systems to evolution equations �see section 	���
��

Although the Reductive Perturbation Method is mechanically straight�forward� it is

quite lengthy and the details have been left to Appendix B� The evolution equations

for the capacitor voltage in the nonlinear transmission line are
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for the evolution in time� In both equations the voltage u�x� t� is considered to be

a continuous function of distance� A description of the parameters and variables in

these equations appears in table ��	� Equations ����� and ����� are similar to many

which have been reported elsewhere� Table ��
 provides a survey of literature� and

the features considered in each case�

Although KdV�like equations are commonly used to describe such behaviour� it

is important to remember that they remain approximations of the true system� as

they are derived from a certain order of a perturbation method� At a higher order

of approximation corrections to the terms in equations ����� and ������ and entirely

new terms are necessary �	����

The left hand sides of equations ����� and ����� are di�erent from the KdV

equation introduced in chapter 
� The appearance of an extra �rst order time�

or space� derivative is typical of evolution equations which apply in the laboratory

frame� Equations of the form �	�	� describe the propagation in a moving frame�
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Table ��� Summary of variables and parameters used in modelling the BSO discussed in
chapter �	

Symbol Value Units Description

Vdc � V bias voltage

u�x� t� � V voltage in excess of bias

x � sections transmission line distance

t � seconds time

	� �LC��
�

�

� sections!second nominal phase velocity

�� �L�C��
�

� � nominal characteristic impedance

F 
�� � Vdc V nonlinearity parameter of varactor

Cp 
��� pF inductor intrawinding capacitance

C��� �
��F pF small signal varactor capacitance

L 
��� mH inductance

R� �� � resistance in series with inductor

R� �� � resistance in series with varactor

Rs ��� � inductor series resistance

Gp �	��x	����� � inductor parallel resistance

N �� sections length of BSO loop

����� The Roles of Various Parameters

A good deal about the behaviour of the BSO can be deduced from the appearance

of the physical parameters in equations ����� and ������ The slightly more general�

but lossless version of equation ������ given by

	

	�

�u

�t
�
�u

�x
� �u

�u

�x
� �

��u

�x�
� � �����

will simplify this discussion� Here � and � are the coe�cients of nonlinearity and

dispersion respectively� The soliton solution to this equation is �	���

u�x� t� � A sech�
s
�A

	
�

�
x� 	��	 �

�A

�
�t
�

����

Equations ����� and ���� can be used to deduce the e�ects of reverse bias�

According to the de�nition in table ��	� increasing the reverse bias� Vdc� decreases

the the coe�cient of nonlinearity �	�
F � in equations ����� and ������ Referring to

equations ����� and ����� reducing the nonlinearity broadens the soliton solution�

This partially explains the broadening of the waveforms in �gure 
�	�� In addition�
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Table ��� Summary of nonlinear transmission lines described by KdV or KdV�like equations

in either voltage 
v� or current
i��	 All parameters� except Gsh� appear in table �	�	 Gsh

refers to a shunt conductance in parallel with each varactor diode	 The initial conditions are
functions of space or time� as indicated	 Note that if both Gp and Cp are omitted then R�

and Rs are equivalent	

Name Ref� Rs or R� Cp R� Gp Gsh init� cond�

Ballantyne� G� this work X X X X v�x� �� � v��� t�

Gasch� A� et al ��	� X X v��� t�

Gorshkov� K�A� et al ���� X X v��� t�

J�ager� D� ��� X X v��� t�

Nagashima� H� et al �	�
� X X v�x� ��

Noguchi� A� �	��� X v�x� ��

Toda� M� �	�� v�x� ��

Yagi�T� et al �	�� X X i��� t�

the appearance of C��� with the dispersive terms in equations ����� and ���� shows

the dispersion is also dependent on Vdc� Increasing Vdc reduces C��� and increases

the e�ect of the inductor interwinding capacitance� Again referring to equations

����� and ����� increasing the dispersion broadens the KdV solution� Thus� the

broadening of the waveforms in �gure 
�	� is due to both weakening nonlinearity

and strengthening dispersion�

The right�hand sides of equations ����� and ����� contain terms which account

for the various losses in the transmission line� The �rst group of terms show that

the series resistances Rs and R� appear as a uniform damping� The second group of

terms represent the frequency dependent losses necessary for stability� The relative

e�ect of each term on the right hand side is dependent on the nominal characteristic

impedance� ��� All but one of the loss terms decreases with increasing character�

istic impedance �increasing reverse bias�� This explains why less ampli�cation is

necessary to maintain the same amplitude in �gure 
�	�� when the reverse bias is

increased�

����� Canonical Forms

The dependent �u� and independent �x� t� variables of equations ����� and �����

are in units of volts� seconds� and sections respectively� The clear relationship be�

tween the equations and the physical parameters make these equations intuitive

representations� the disadvantage is that they are relatively complicated� It is often

convenient to transform to simpler forms� and abandon the obvious connection to
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real�world quantities� The advantage is that the equations can be transformed to

forms consistent with a large body of existing work on the KdV and perturbed KdV

equations� In particular� equation ����� can be transformed to

�u
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� �u
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��
�
��u
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��u

�� �
�����

with the transformation given by
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Moreover equation ������ can be transformed to
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with the transformation�
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and � and � as given in equations ���	
� and ���	��� The soliton and cnoidal solutions

to the canonical equations ����� and ���	�� are well documented when the losses are

ignored� The next section recalls these solutions and compares them with typical

BSO waveforms�

��� A Comparison Between KdV and BSO

waveforms

This section makes a direct comparison between the waveforms observed in the

BSO and the periodic solutions of the KdV equation� The most exotic solution

� the double cnoidal wave � provides an excellent demonstration of the collision

of two KdV solitons� The motivation for comparing the BSO waveforms with the

lossless KdV equation stems from the relatively small losses in the transmission
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line� It is expected that the KdV dynamics will dominate the attenuation and

periodic re�ampli�cation� A more theoretical exploration of the relationship between

periodically ampli�ed lossy KdV media and the underlying KdV dynamics is pursued

in chapter ��

The BSO waveforms presented in this section were observed at the output of the

ampli�er� Although this is somewhat arbitrary� voltages elsewhere di�er by no more

than 	�" and observation immediately following the ampli�er is convenient in later

chapters� The oscillator has a �xed loop length of N � �� and the reverse bias is

set to zero� To begin� the cnoidal solutions are considered in section ����	� before

turning to the associated soliton solutions in section ����
� Finally� the double�

cnoidal solutions are considered in section ������

����� Cnoidal Waves

The zero mean cnoidal solution for equation ���	�� �� � �� � � �� is given by ����

u��� � � � u� � �u� � u��cn�

�	


�
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	 � 
�u� � u� � u�� ���
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and k is the modulus of the Jacobian elliptic function �cn�� Further consideration of

the cnoidal solution may be found in references �
�� ��� 	��� 	���� and the Jacobian

functions themselves in �
� 	��� 	���� In equations ���	������
	� E � E�k� and

K � K�k� are the complete Jacobi integrals of the �rst and second kind� each with

modulus k� # is the period in the transformed frame and u� and u� are the maximum

and minimum of the waveform respectively�

When equation ���	� is transformed back to real world quantities by equations

���	�� and ���	�� we �nd that
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For a �xed con�guration� the waveforms produced by the BSO are entirely de�

termined by the gain� Large gains correspond to large waveforms� small gains to

small waveforms� When the spatial period # is �xed� the cnoidal solution is also a

one parameter family� That is� if one more feature of the wave is speci�ed� say the

modulus k� then the solution is completely speci�ed� Figure ��� shows an example

for # � 	 and t � � in equation ���	�� Each waveform corresponds to a di�erent
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Figure ��� A family of cnoidal solutions given by equation 
�	���	 Here � � � and k �
���� �����������������	 Increasing modulus� k� corresponds to increasing amplitude	

modulus� Thus� this family of cnoidal waveform shows the same transition from

cnoidal to soliton features as observed in the BSO�

Figure �� shows three BSO waveforms�� and three cnoidal solutions given by

equation ��

� The cnoidal solution has been plotted with open circles at selected

points� the oscilloscope waveform is a solid line� It is apparent that the two families

of waveforms are almost identical�� This shows that the dynamics of the BSO are

well represented by the left hand side of equation ���� This is reasonable� since the

small periodic variation in amplitude should not greatly a�ect the pulse shaping of

nonlinearity and dispersion�

Before considering the double cnoidal solutions � which exhibit subtle aspects

�The waveforms presented here are the average of ��� oscilloscope traces	
�Slight variations in the periods of the waveforms should be expected because the BSO wave�

forms decay� and thus slow� as they propagate � whereas the cnoidal waveforms correspond to a
lossless model	
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Figure ��� A single parameter family of waveforms observed on the BSO 
solid lines� and
a corresponding single parameter family solution of zero�mean cnoidal solutions to the un�
derlying KdV equation 
circles� modulus k�	 The gains required to generate these waveforms
are � ��	���� �	��� and �	���	
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of soliton interaction � it is worthwhile considering the topic of solitons� For large

values of modulus� k� the cnoidal waves are indistinguishable from an array of indi�

vidual solitons� In fact� the cnoidal solution can be written as an imbricate series

�
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where the constant has been included to make the average zero�

����� Solitons

The single soliton solution of the KdV equation is less complicated than the cnoidal

solution� The soliton solution of equation ���	�� is �� � � � �� �		�

u��� � � � u� � A sech�

�
�
s
A
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where u� is the asymptotic amplitude� This solution can be identi�ed as the basic

element in the imbricate series for the cnoidal solution in equation ���
��� When

equation ���
�� is converted back to real world quantities� we have

u�x� t� � u� �A sech�
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Figure �� shows that a good agreement exists between the cnoidal solutions and

the BSO waveforms with zero reverse bias� Vdc � �� In particular the FWHM of

the taller� soliton�like waveforms agree with the KdV solution� However� the BSO

solitons at higher reverse bias levels are broader than predicted by equation ���
��

At Vdc � 	V the BSO solitons are 	��
�" broader than predicted by the KdV

theory�

The broadening in excess of the theoretical width is most probably related to

the stray capacitance of the transmission line� As the reverse bias is increased� the

nominal capacitance decreases� and any unaccounted capacitance becomes relatively

more important� This idea is supported by equations ����� and ����� which show

that even a few picofarads of intrawinding capacitance �Cp� can have an appreciable

e�ect on the dispersion when the nominal capacitance �C���� is small� One way

of reducing this e�ect is to raise the nominal capacitance of the transmission line

by placing several diodes in parallel at each section� Another is to reduce the

stray capacitance by constructing the line on a single ground�plane� rather than

prototyping board� These options should be considered in future studies of the

BSO�
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����� Double Cnoidal Waves

According to Boyd �
��

The N �polycnoidal wave is an exact� spatially periodic solution to an in�

tegrable nonlinear wave equation� The special case N � 	 is the ordinary

cnoidal wave� This is de�ned to be a nonlinear� spatially periodic wave

that translates at a constant phase speed c� The N �polycnoidal wave for

N � 	 is similar except that it is characterized by N independent phase

speeds� The polycnoidal wave is the spatially periodic generalization of

the cnoidal wave in the same way that the N �soliton solution generalizes

the single� isolated solitary wave�

The polycnoidal waves are the most general spatially periodic solutions to the

KdV equation� In fact� any periodic solution can be approximated to any accuracy�

for any �nite time interval� by a N �polycnoidal wave with large N �
��� The poly�

cnoidal solutions are the least well known and are di�cult to compute� Whereas

the soliton and 	�cnoidal solutions are known in simple closed form� the polycnoidal

waves must be computed with special techniques �
�� ����

However� in certain amplitude regimes� the polycnoidal cnoidal solutions can

be approximated by the nonlinear interaction of individual solitons ����� This has

been illustrated in the 	�cnoidal �cnoidal� case via the imbricate series in equation

���
��� For the 
�cnoidal �double cnoidal� wave� each hump of the solution may be

regarded as an individual soliton � but only when the humps are distinct� During

the collision� the �two soliton� solution known from Inverse Scattering should be

used�

Figure 
�		 shows that when the two individual humps collide the amplitude

is less than the sum of the amplitudes of the individual pulses� Although this

is clearly a nonlinear e�ect� the collision process is far more intricate� Lax �	���

has shown three separate regimes of interaction� Moreover Haupt and Boyd ����

have identi�ed these same three regimes for double cnoidal waves� We have been

able to distinguish two of the three� with the third intermediate regime uncertain�

Depending on the relative amplitude of the colliding pulses� they may interact in

one of three qualitatively di�erent ways�

�� If the ratio of amplitudes of the pulses �a� and a� say� is small� a��a� � 
��	��

the pulses interchange roles without passing through each other� Two distinct

humps are always visible during the period of interaction�

�� If the ratio is su�ciently large� a��a� � �� the larger pulse absorbs the small

pulse and emits it after the collision�

�� When the ratio of amplitudes is such that 
��	� � a��a� � �� Lax describes

the process as the larger wave absorbing the smaller� raising a secondary peak�

then re�emitting it�
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Figure ��� demonstrates a collision of the �rst kind� when the pulse amplitudes

are relatively similar� The collision can be interpreted as an exchange of roles�

rather than a simple overtaking� because two humps are visible throughout the

entire collision� Figure ��� demonstrates a collision of the second kind� where the

Figure ��� KdV soliton interaction when pulses are similar in amplitude	

pulse amplitudes are considerably di�erent� Again the larger pulse overtakes the

smaller� but this time the collision is structurally di�erent� Only one hump is visible

during the collision� This may be regarded as the larger pulse absorbing and then

re�emitting the smaller pulse�

Figure ��	 KdV soliton interaction when pulses have widely di�erent amplitudes	

The third regime is the most subtle of the three� and for this reason its presence

has not been con�rmed in the BSO� The change between the two regimes occurs

when the ratio of amplitudes is approximately �� which is consistent with Lax�s
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theory� This is a subtle aspect of soliton dynamics� but it is easily observed in the

BSO� It is further con�rmation that a KdV description is appropriate for the BSO

oscillations� even though the system is lossy and periodically ampli�ed�

��� Applications

It is worth pausing to consider possible engineering applications of the BSO� Os�

cillators of many kinds are key elements in electrical and electronic engineering�

According to Horowitz and Hill ����

A device without an oscillator either doesn�t do anything or expects to

be driven by something else �which probably contains an oscillator�� It is

not an exaggeration to say that an oscillator of some sort is as essential

an ingredient in electronics as a source of regulated d�c� power�

Because the speed of propagation in the transmission line is amplitude depen�

dent� a �ne control of the repetition rate is possible by adjusting the ampli�er gain

�see �gure 
���� Moreover� a much coarser adjustment in repetition rate is possible

by adjusting the reverse bias �see �gure 
�	��� The combination of these two e�ects

allows a �ne adjustment of repetition rate over an appreciable range� Thus the BSO

could conceivably be useful in situations requiring precise timing over an extended

range�

The BSO studied in this work� by design� operates at quite low frequencies �

a few tens of kilohertz� However� operation at much higher frequencies is possible�

The pulse repetition rate can be increased simply by increasing the phase velocity�

A more exciting possibility is to change the architecture of the transmission line�

Experiments have been conducted with transmission lines which can be termed

�semilumped�� For instance� Kuusela and Hietarinta �	�
�� have shown that ultra�

short �nanosecond� solitons can be generated in coaxial cable which is periodically

loaded with shunt varactor diodes� Another option is to use transmission lines con�

structed on a single substrate ����� This raises the possibility that a BSO can be

designed to operate into the microwave region�

Naturally� if the frequency of operation is to be increased� the bandwidth of

the ampli�er must be increased accordingly� This study takes no account of the

e�ect of imperfect ampli�cation on the BSO� although it is possible that a tradeo�

between pulse shape and ampli�er bandwidth could produce narrow pulses with

modest ampli�er bandwidth�

The BSO is potentially useful as a conceptual� or teaching device� almost all

the salient properties of baseband solitons can be observed by simply altering the

oscillator parameters� The Van der Pol oscillator� for instance� is an invaluable

conceptual tool� often employed to illustrate the principle of a limit cycle� With the

increasing role of solitons in physics and engineering� simple illustrative models will

be increasingly useful�
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��� Summary � Discussion

The stability of the BSO has been linked to frequency dependent losses� The pulse

shaping of nonlinearity and dispersion cause tall� and therefore narrow waveforms

to have a large bandwidth� and greater attenuation than short pulses� A similar

mechanism has been identi�ed in certain nonlinear partial di�erential equations

with instability and frequency dependent losses ���� ��� ��� ��� ��� ���� Moreover� in

optical communications� bandpass �lters have been shown to produce asymptotically

stable solitons� which are naturally robust with respect to perturbations� Bandpass

�lters penalize tall �high bandwidth� pulses more than shorter pulses� thus providing

a restoring force towards the asymptotic amplitude in the same manner as the BSO�

Two partial di�erential equations � based around the KdV equation � have

been derived to describe propagation in the nonlinear transmission line� The equa�

tions are only slightly di�erent from other published work� and so a brief summary

has been included for comparison� Many of the basic operating characteristics ob�

served in the previous chapter are re�ected in the terms of these equations�

The KdV cnoidal solution forms a single parameter solution� when properly re�

stricted in wavelength and mean value� This can be compared with the operation of

the BSO� which selects a particular cnoidal oscillation depending on the ampli�ca�

tion level� This suggests that a relationship between the gain and observed cnoidal

oscillation may be possible� and this is pursued further in chapter ��

Double cnoidal waves are a generalization of cnoidal waves and a special example

of polycnoidal waves� The double humped oscillations of the BSO have been closely

aligned with the double cnoidal solutions� Con�rmation follows from the shape of

the waveforms during collision and soliton�like nature of the pulses when separated�

The author knows of no similar demonstration� where such subtle aspects of soliton

interaction can be so easily observed�

Aspects of the BSO which may be favourable in applications have been discussed�

as have other possible implementations� Regardless of any possible applications� the

BSO presents a interesting problem in nonlinear dynamics� The connection between

the BSO oscillations and the cnoidal solutions can be viewed in two ways� either that

a periodically ampli�ed lossy KdV system can behave like a lossless KdV system� or

that the oscillations of the BSO � treated as a dynamical system � are attracted to

the periodic solutions of the KdV equation� Each approach deserves further study�

and both are considered in chapters � and � respectively�



Chapter �

A PERIODICALLY AMPLIFIED KDV EQUATION

The oscillation modes of the Baseband Soliton Oscillator are related to the solutions

of the KdV equation� In this chapter� a KdV�like equation is proposed to capture

the dynamics of the BSO� This equation is both a description of the BSO� and a

prototype for limit cycles in periodically ampli�ed nonlinear systems�

Dynamical systems have recently been the focus of much attention � particularly

in the guise of chaos theory� Most treatments consider �nite dimensional systems

described by several nonlinear ordinary di�erential equations� In�nite and �nite

dimensional dynamical systems di�er in the number of parameters needed to describe

them� Partial di�erential evolution equations constitute in�nite dimensional systems

�	����

For example� the KdV equation given by

�u

�t
� �u

�u

�x
�
��u

�x�
� � ���	�

can be considered an in�nite dimensional dynamical system� This equation is a rule

for evolving an initial condition� u��x� say� to another function� u��x� say� If we

regard u��x� and u��x� as states of the dynamical system� then these states belong

to an in�nite dimensional state or phase space� The study of equation ���	� is the

study of trajectories in this space�

A salient feature of dissipative� nonlinear dynamical systems is the existence of

limit cycles� or attractors �			�� Attractors are regions of the state space which

 absorb� neighbouring trajectories� and can be classi�ed as one of three types� �xed

point� limit cycle and strange� An example of an in�nite dimensional system with a

�xed point attractor is
�u

�t
� �u

�u

�x
�
��u

�x�
� ��u ���
�

which for � � �� is attracted to u�x� t� � �� This follows from the energy relationship

	




d

dt

Z
u� dx � ��

Z
u� dx �����

which shows that energy can only �ow out of the system� This chapter is concerned
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with numerically searching for limit cycles � speci�cally limit cycles which involve

cnoidal waves and solitons�

Propagation in the transmission line of the BSO is well understood and speci�c

equations have been given in chapter �� It is the in�uence of the lumped ampli�er

and �lter ��gure 
�
� which presents problems� Section ��	 introduces an exten�

sion to the transmission line equations to incorporate these e�ects� Section ��


reviews existing literature and discusses related problems� The periodicity of the

BSO suggests the Fourier series approach tackled in section ���� Section ��� gives

the model parameters and presents the numerical results� This chapter concludes

with a discussion in section ����

��� An Equation for the BSO

This section advances a new nonlinear partial di�erential equation to describe the

BSO� If propagation in the nonlinear transmission line can be represented with a

KdV equation� a pertinent question is what modi�cations are necessary to model

the oscillator� Strictly� it is the voltage across the varactor and its series resistance

which is ampli�ed in the BSO� and reinjected in to the transmission line � whereas

equation ����� is an equation for the voltage across the varactor alone� However�

the di�erence between the two voltages is extremely small and we �nd an ampli�ed

version of equation ����� to be an exellent description of the BSO�

Rather than the �ring� geometry of the BSO� it is convenient to consider the

problem as posed on the real line� The periodic nature of the oscillator is accounted

for by placing ampli�ers periodically in space and requiring solutions to have the

same spatial period� That is� u must satisfy

u�x� t� � u�x� N� t� �����

where N is the distance between ampli�ers� The geometry of the problem is trans�

formed� as shown in �gure ��	�

Figure ��� Transformation from the ring geometry of the BSO to an in�line geometry	

Systems similar to �gure ��	 have been studied in nonlinear optical communica�

tions� In these studies the medium between ampli�ers is governed by a lossy NLS

equation� and the ampli�ers accounted for with an inhomogeneity� For example
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Malomed �		
� considers the inhomogeneous equation

i
�u

�z
�

	




��u

�t�
� juj�u � i�

�
�	 � g�

�X
n���

��z � nZ�

�
u � �i� �	 � g�x��u �����

The inhomogeneity in this equation has been attributed to the function g�x�� In

later sections g�x� is a periodic array of Gaussian pulses� rather than the �picket

fence� of delta functions used here�

The BSO �lter prevents a low�frequency instability� If only propagating solutions

are considered� this amounts to avoiding an instability at � Hz� A � Hz instability

can be prevented by applying the ampli�cation to u� $u� where $u is the mean value

given by

$u �
	

N

Z N

�
u�x� t� dx �����

The combined e�ect of the ampli�er and �lter can thus be modelled as g�x��u� $u��

This term can be added to equation ����� to �nd the general equation

	

	�

�u

�t
�
�u

�x
� �u

�u

�x
� �

��u

�x�
� ��u � �

��u

�x�
� g�x� �u� $u� ����

u�t � �� x� � u��x�

Together with the periodicity given by equation ���� this is the central equation

of this chapter� The parameters of nonlinearity� dispersion� uniform and frequency

dependent losses ��� �� �� �� will be speci�ed in section ���� where equation ���� is

numerically integrated to a steady state�

Loosely speaking� steady state solutions to equation ���� can be expected when

� on average � the ampli�cation and attenuation are equal� and the nonlinearity

balances the dispersion� The balance between nonlinearity and dispersion creates

the typical cnoidal�like waveforms� and the balance between ampli�cation and at�

tenuation selects a particular waveform from that family� As was shown in chapter


� the frequency dependent loss ensures the steady state is stable�

Before a numerical examination of equation ���� is attempted� it is appropriate

to review the relevant literature� The study of di�erential equations is one of the

most fruitful and powerful in all mathematics� It is therefore natural that similar

problems have been considered amongst the vast literature� In particular� dissipative

problems addressing the formation of an organized state with KdV�like dynamics

have been considered by several authors�

��� Associated Literature and Problems

Hasegawa et al ���� have described self�organization as the formation of ordered

structure in a nonlinear and dissipative system� In reference ����� the authors exam�

ine the system given by equation ���
� and conjecture that all initial conditions are
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attracted to a cnoidal wave with the longest possible wavelength� This is a pertinent

observation given the prominence of cnoidal waves and self�organization in the BSO�

However� all initial conditions eventually decay to zero� as there is no mechanism to

balance the damping term� The self�organizing mechanism is shown to be related

to selective decay � a point we shall return to in the discussion at the end of this

chapter�

A system with a nonzero attractor has been studied by Ghidaglia ����� He

considers the equation
�u

�t
� u

�u

�x
�
��u

�x�
� L�u� � f �����

where L is either ����u
�x�

or �u or the Hilbert transform of u� and f is an external

forcing term� The existance of a �nite dimensional attractor which absorbs all tra�

jectories is proven� However� no speci�c examples of attractors are constructed� the

work is concerned with �existence� proofs rather than speci�c examples or applica�

tions� Regrettably the forcing term� f � is either time independent or time periodic�

and so this result is not directly applicable to equation �����

Nikolenko �	��� has considered a problem close to equation ����� given as

�u

�t
� u

�u

�x
�
��u

�x�
� �u � �

��u

�x�
� f�u� �����

However� in this case � � � and represents an in�ux of energy� and f�u� belongs to

a restricted class of nonlinearity rather than a inhomogeneity� A speci�c example is

given for

f�u� � u� � �u

�

Z ��

�
u�dx ���	��

for which it is shown that all initial conditions are attracted to a N �dimensional

torus� Moreover� the author shows that the dimension of the attractor� N � depends

on the viscosity �� This is reminiscent of the dependence of the BSO stability on its

frequency dependent losses� It is not mentioned whether the attractor is expected

to have cnoidal or soliton features�

An equation considered by Ercolani et al ��� has distributed� frequency depen�

dent gain and loss� The equation is

�u

�t
� u

�u

�x
�
��u

�x�
� ��

�
��u

�x�
� ��

��u

�x�

�
���		�

with small �� Studies of similar equations can be found in �	�� 	�� ��� ��� ��� ��� 	���

Ercolani et al show that the attractor to this equation is � to zeroth order � the

cnoidal solution to the underlying KdV equation�

Engelbrecht and Je�rey ���� consider an active KdV equation of the form

�u

�t
� �u

�u

�x
�
��u

�x�
� ��b�u � b�u

� � b�u
�� ���	
�
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where � is small� They conclude that stable ampli�ed solitons can exist in certain

circumstances� Again the key issue is the combination of KdV dynamics on the

left�hand side of the equation with an energy balance on the right�hand side�

Rabinovich �	���� in a review of self�oscillatory distributed systems� takes a

broader approach� He remarks that� ���� the growth of a large number of har�

monics� with phase and frequencies that synchronize as a result of interaction� and

subsequent limitation of amplitude due to dissipation ��� establishes an equilibrium

regime in the form of stationary waves�� Although solitons and cnoidal waves can�

not generally be expected to dominate the attractor� it is reasonable that they play

a role in certain regimes�

Each of the equations in this section combine KdV dynamics with gains and

losses that are frequency dependent or nonlinear� If the KdV terms are dominant�

there is potential for attractors to be close to solutions of the KdV equation� In

this case� nonlinear or frequency dependent losses select the particular waveform

for which the energy leaving the system equals the energy entering the system� It

is envisaged that this mechanism will lead to a cnoidal�like attractor for equation

�����

��� A Truncated Fourier Series Solution

This section numerically examines� and seeks steady state attractors for equation

����� The steady states are shown to mimic the oscillation modes of the BSO� The

basic numerical procedure is to convert the in�nite dimensional system into a �nite

dimensional system via a truncated Fourier series �
�� This implicitly assumes the

dynamics can be faithfully represented with su�cient Fourier modes� Section ����	

considers an in�nite dimensional dynamical system equivalent to equation �����

This system is truncated in section ����
 to generate a numerically tractable problem�

Finally the gain term� g�x�� is considered in section ������

����� An In�nite Dimensional Dynamical System

According to equation ������ u may be expanded in a Fourier series as

u�x� t� �
�X

m���

am�t� exp�ikmx� ���	��

with wavenumbers

km �

�m

N
���	��

and mode amplitudes am�t�� This expansion can be substituted into equation ����

to generate an in�nite system of �rst order� ordinary di�erential equations in am�t��

The resulting spatial di�erentials in equation ���� are trivial to evaluate� The

only di�culty arises with the nonlinear term� u�u

�x
� and the inhomogeneous term�
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g�x��u� $u�� This problem reduces to �nding the Fourier expansion of these terms�

for any given time t� Therefore� let

u
�u

�x
�

�X
m���

bm�t� exp�ikmx� ���	��

and

g�x��u� $u� �
�X

m���

cm�t� exp�ikmx� ���	��

With these de�nitions� the system of ordinary di�erential equations for the mode

amplitudes is given by

	

	�

dam
dt

� ikmam � �bm � ��ikm��am � ��am � ��ikm��am � cm ���	�

m � I

Furthermore� since u is real�

a�m � a�m ���	��

where the asterisk denotes complex conjugate� This relation is used to halve the

computational burden when the in�nite system of equations is truncated�

����� A Finite Dimensional Dynamical System

An approximate solution of equation ���� can be found by truncating the in�nite

dimensional system given by equation ���	�� This method has been previously

applied to both KdV equation �
� and the NLS equation �	���� The resulting ��

nite dimensional system can be integrated using the Runge�Kutta�Fehlberg method

discussed in section ��	�
�

The Fourier amplitudes� bm and cm� de�ned in equations ���	�� and ���	��� can

be economically computed with the Fast Fourier Transform �FFT�� The left hand

sides of each equation is constructed from the �known� Fourier modes am�t� at each

time step� When evaluating the terms u�u

�x
and g�x��u� $u�� su�cient points must be

used to prevent aliasing errors� This ensures that errors are due to the truncation

alone� rather than to undersampling�

Truncating the in�nite system assumes that the contribution of the Fourier

modes becomes diminishingly important for higher modes� Given the nature of

this method� the inhomogeneous term� g�x�� deserves special attention�

����� The Gain Term� g�x�

Theoretically� the delta function in equation ����� is responsible for a discontinuity

corresponding to the gain of the ampli�er� The terms of the Fourier series for dis�

continuous waveform decay only as m�� �where m is the mode number�� thus a great
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many terms would need to be retained for an accurate picture of the behaviour� If

the ampli�cation takes place over a �nite interval� a faster decay in mode amplitudes

can be achieved�

It was mentioned in chapter � that the nonlinear and dispersive e�ects for a pulse

of a given height and width can be associated with certain characteristic distances�

and that neither e�ect is appreciable over much shorter distances� Consider the

inhomogeneous KdV equation �very similar equations can be found in references

���� �	� �
�� �
�� ����

�u

�t
� �u

�u

�x
�

��u

�x�
� g�xu � � �
���

where g�x is nonzero in the interval �x�� x�� If the inhomogeneity is much stronger

than the nonlinear and dispersive e�ects �e�g� if the interval �x�� x� is relatively

small� a waveform incident on the inhomogeneity is ampli�ed by a factor of ��
��

� � exp
�Z x�

x�

g�x dx
�

�
���

In terms of modelling the BSO� the interval �x�� x� must occupy a small fraction of

the loop� A periodic array of Gaussian pulses has been found to be a satisfactory

alternative to the ideal picket�fence of delta functions� One period is given by

g�x � g�
q

b

�
exp ��b�x�N��� �
���

� � x � N

The area of this function is just g�� so that the gain is � � exp�g�� The parameter

b determines the width of the Gaussian pulse� and is related to the FWHM of g�x

by

FWHM � �

s
ln �

b
�
���

Figure 
�� shows two examples of g�x used in the next section� Each pulse has

the same area� but the FWHM of the shorter waveform �g��x is twice that of the

taller �g��x� The selection of g�x is a compromise between computational e�ort

and model integrity� The taller pulse is narrower but requires more modes to be

considered� and thus increases the computational burden� The shorter pulse� while

smoother� occupies more of the medium� and is less like an ideal localized gain� The

open circles on the shorter pulse indicate the typical number of samples �Np � �	�

used in FFT computations for equation �
���� As suggested by equation �
���� the

next section shows the precise de�nition of g�x is not critical�
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Figure ��� Two inhomogeneities� g�x� � g��x� and g�x� � g��x�� used to provide periodic
ampli�cation in equation ������

��� Results

In this section� steady states are sought using the numerical method outlined above�

The parameters of the model� and those associated with the method are given in

section 
�
��� Section 
�
�� discusses the initial condition before numerical results

are presented in section 
�
��� Section 
�
�
 con�rms that the results are a fair

representation of the dynamics of the system� and not an artifact of the numerical

procedure�

����� System Parameters for Equation �����

The parameters used in equation �
�� correspond to the BSO with zero reverse

bias and a loop length of �	 sections� Experimental results for this con�guration

are shown in �gure ���� Referring to equations ���
 and ���	� and table ���� the

corresponding parameters for equation �
�� appear in table 
��� In addition to the

model parameters� there are parameters which belong to the method alone� These

are the ODE integrator error tolerance �tol� the number of Fourier modes in the

truncation �Nm� and the number of points in the grid on which equations �
��	

and �
��� are evaluated �Np� These parameters also appear in table 
���

����� Initial Condition for Equation �����

The initial condition� u��x� is taken as the cnoidal solution to the lossless� homoge�

neous version of equation �
�� �� � � � �� g�x � � with wavelength N � as shown

in �gure 
��� No attempt has been made to establish the range of initial conditions

which are attracted to a given steady state� Experience with the BSO suggests that
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Table ��� Method and Model Parameters� Note that Nm is chosen to achieve a desired
accuracy�

Equation �
�� Parameters Method Parameters

Symbol Value Symbol Value

� ����x���� tol ����

� ���
x���� Nm �
� 
�� 
�

� ����x���� Np �	�

� 	���x����

�� 	��
x���

N �	
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Figure ��� Cnoidal initial condition for equation �����

the particular initial condition is irrelevant� The choice of the cnoidal waveform as

the initial condition reduces the computation needed to evolve a steady state� In

terms of the state space� this initial condition is close to the attractor�

����� Numerical Results

After a transient period� equation �
�� settles into a steady state condition for both

g�x � g��x and g�x � g��x� Figure 
�
 shows the steady state for each gain

function� with a gain of � � exp��	���� � �	����� Each resembles the cnoidal wave

observed on the BSO� The ampli�cation� centred at x � ��		� is clear in both plots�

The waveform decays in the lossy medium and is periodically replenished at the

ampli�er� In general terms� there is little di�erence between the steady states for

either g�x � g��x or g�x � g��x�
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�a� g�x� � g��x�

�b� g�x� � g��x�

Figure ��� Steady states of equation ������ each evolved from the initial condition shown
in �gure ���� Plot �a� corresponds to the narrow function g�x� � g��x�� and plot �b� to
g�x� � g��x��

Two gain functions have been used to show the particular choice of g�x is not

critical� A �snapshot� of the steady states� at a particular time� is shown in �gure


�	� A cnoidal solution to equation �
��� with � � � � g�x � �� has been plotted

with a dashed line in both instances� It is clear that � as in �gure ��� � the

steady states are close to the periodic solution of the underlying KdV equation�
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The main di�erence between the steady states in �gures 
�	�a and 
�	�b is an

oscillation in the tail of the �rst pulse� This oscillation forms when the body of the

pulse encounters the �narrow gain function g�x � g��x� A wave�packet forms and

travels in the opposite direction to the main pulse� Since the oscillation is weaker

in �gure 
�	�b� it is reasonable to attribute the oscillation to a re�ection from the

inhomogeneity�
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�b� g�x� � g��x�

Figure ��� Snapshots of the attractors shown in �gure ������ at selected instants of time�
The dashed line corresponds to a cnoidal solution to the underlying lossless� homogeneous
KdV equation� Plot �a� corresponds to g�x� � g��x� and plot �b� to g�x� � g��x�

A feature of the BSO is the smooth transition between oscillation modes� gen�

erated by increasing or decreasing the ampli�cation� Figure 
�� shows the result

of slightly increasing �� � �	���� and decreasing �� � �	��	� the ampli�cation
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from that in �gure �
�
�b� The larger waveforms sharpen in the characteristic

�a� g�x� � g��x�� � � 	�
���

�b� g�x� � g��x�� � � 	�
��

Figure ��� Steady states obtained by increasing and decreasing the gain from the results
shown in �gure ����

cnoidal manner� to resemble an individual soliton� Similarly� the smaller steady

states become progressively more sinusoidal�

A second feature of the BSO is the bifurcation of the cnoidal�like solutions to dou�

ble cnoidal solutions� Figure 
�� shows a solution with two humps� which develops
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from �gure 
�	�a when the gain is increased to � � �	����� While only a small part

of the interaction is shown in this �gure� the two pulses periodically collide in the

manner shown in �gure ����� Figure 
�� shows snapshots of the double�cnoidal wave

Figure ��� Part of a double�cnoidal steady state for � � 	�	
�
 and g�x� � g��x��

which develops for both g�x � g��x and g�x � g��x� Again the two waveforms

are similar apart� from a pronounced oscillation for g�x � g��x�

The results presented in this section show the dynamics of the BSO are indeed

captured by equation �
��� However� before discussing these results� it is worthwhile

considering the in�uence of the numerical method�

����� A Check on Method Validity

A principle assumption in this chapter is that the dynamics of equation �
�� can

be represented with a �nite number of Fourier modes� As a rule� enough modes

were taken in each of the preceding results to ensure the magnitude of the highest

mode is at least �ve orders of magnitude less than the fundamental mode� Figure


�� shows the distribution of the mode magnitudes for the steady states shown in

�gure 
�
� Figure 
�� �a corresponds to g�x � g��x and plot �b to g�x � g��x�

The maximum and minimum values of the mode amplitudes in equation �
��� over

a complete cycle are shown� The crosses in each �gure show the mode distribution

for a cnoidal solution of the underlying KdV equation� equation �
�� with � � � �

g�x � ��

The characteristic cnoidal shape is apparent over the �rst few modes� The hump

centred around the ��th mode in �gure 
���a is due to the oscillatory wave�packet
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Figure ��� Snapshots of pulse interaction in the double cnoidal attractor of equation �����

shown in �gure 
�	�a� This feature is less pronounced in �gure 
���b� The higher

mode magnitudes decrease rapidly� but much faster for g�x � g��x� Thus to

maintain the given accuracy� it is necessary to consider more modes for g�x � g��x

than g�x � g��x�

Figure 
��� shows the e�ect of increasing the the number of modes in the trun�

cation shown in �gure 
���a� The amplitudes continue to steadily decrease� and

the extra modes have a vanishingly small in�uence on the steady state� Thus� equa�

tion �
�� can be solved to any accuracy by taking a su�ciently large truncation of

Fourier modes� Note that the computational burden rapidly increases with increas�

ing Nm because� in addition to a larger system of ODEs� the error tolerance �tol

must be reduced accordingly�

The e�ect of the ODE integrator error tolerance tol �see section ����� is only
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Figure ��	 Mode amplitude distributions for the steady states shown in �gure ���
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Figure ���
 The e�ect of increasing the number of modes in the truncation of equation
���	��� g�x� � g��x�

apparent when it is near the smallest mode magnitude� Figure 
��� shows the result

of increasing tol from tol � ����� in �gure 
���a� to tol � ����� The modes near

cut�o� spread towards a ceiling equal to tol � but the steady state waveform is

otherwise una�ected� This indicates that the value of tol does not in�uence the

steady states� as long as it is much less than the minimummagnitude of the highest

mode�

The value of Nk must be large enough to avoid aliasing errors� To ensure that

errors are not introduced from this source� the steady states in �gure 
�
 were tested

with Nk doubled �Nk � 	��� No discernible deviations were found� indicating that

the waveforms in equations �
��	 and �
��� are adequately sampled�

��� Summary � Discussion

This chapter has shown that an inhomogeneous� dissipative KdV equation with

periodic boundary conditions� can have a travelling wave attractor� Just as for the

BSO� the attractors of equation �
�� are close to the solution of the underlying

KdV equation� The waveforms change from sinusoidal to solitonic as the gain is

increased� Furthermore� the cnoidal steady state of equation �
�� bifurcates to

a double cnoidal solution when the gain is su�ciently large� This is compelling

evidence that equation �
�� is a fair representation of the dynamics of the BSO�

Previously� numerical studies involving periodic ampli�cation have been per�
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Figure ���� The e�ect of increasing the integrator tolerance� tol� g�x� � g��x�

formed in the �eld of soliton ring lasers ����� and long�haul optical communications

���� ��� �	� 
�� ���� The periodic ampli�cation is represented di�erently in those

studies Rather than assume the �gain function�� g�x�� it is simpler to launch a

pulse into one end of the medium� amplify it at the other end� and re�launch the

waveform into another section of the medium This is appropriate for long�haul

communications problems and systems where the temporal period can be assigned

a priori ����� but not for the system studied in this chapter The temporal period

of the steady states must be determined in a self�consistent manner� by the system

itself

Although the full dynamics of the problem are surely complex� the steady state

can be understood with simple arguments There are two balances which must be

maintained� a balance between nonlinearity and dispersion and a balance between

ampli�cation and attenuation Like the unperturbed KdV equation� the nonlinearity

and dispersion produce the characteristic �cnoidal� or �soliton� shape The balance

between these two competing mechanisms is known to be robust� so it is reasonable

that a stable balance can form on average Moreover� it is reasonable this balance

can be satis�ed by a family of waveforms � just as for the KdV equation It

is the competition between ampli�cation and attenuation which selects a particular

waveform from the possible family of solutions Frequency dependent losses penalize

large bandwidth waveforms� so that only one cnoidal�like wave can achieve an energy

balance

Figure �� shows that as with the BSO� the cnoidal steady state bifurcates to
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a double humped solution when the gain is increased su�ciently The bifurcation

occurs because the double cnoidal solution is energetically more favourable than the

cnoidal solution Although the bifurcation has not been thoroughly analysed� it is

possible to understand qualitatively why a minimum level of ampli�cation is neces�

sary before the double humped solution appears Hasegawa et al ���� have shown

that when two solitons are present in equation ����� there is a preferential decay

due to nonlinear interaction which favours the larger of the two pulses The smaller

pulse is attenuated by the medium� and also su�ers an induced decay due to the

other pulse It follows that a second pulse will only appear when the ampli�cation

is su�cient to sustain it against both the loss of the medium and the presence of the

original pulse The di�erent regimes of soliton�soliton interaction can be observed

because the smaller pulse grows relatively more quickly than the larger pulse This

is reasonable� considering the larger pulse experiences greater attenuation due to

the frequency dependent losses

Steady states of equation ���� can be found directly� as opposed to evolving

them from an initial condition The mode amplitudes am�t� in equation ����� are

clearly periodic when a steady state has been reached Thus a Fourier expansion for

each mode amplitude could be substituted into the truncated system of equations

ie

am�t� �
X
�

fm� exp�i��t� �����

and the coe�cients fmk determined algebraicly This method is generically known

as the harmonic balance method ����� It has not been pursued here because the

stability of such solutions would need to be tested with the method used in this

chapter

Van der Pol�s oscillator can convincingly be analysed using phase plane tech�

niques While we may imagine similar trajectories in an in�nite dimensional phase

space� no simple techniques are available So� although an equation has been de�

rived and treated numerically� no attempt has been made to prove the existence of

an attractor analytically However� the next chapter contains a steady state analysis

which predicts the amplitude of the cnoidal waveform
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AVERAGE SOLITON EQUATIONS

This chapter examines periodically ampli�ed systems in which nonlinearity and dis�

persion are weak between ampli�ers A schematic of the system under consideration

is shown in �gure 	� If the medium between ampli�ers is governed by the lossy

NLS equation� �gure 	� is applicable to optical soliton communication systems For

a lossy KdV medium� the system is applicable to the BSO

XX
uin(t)

Figure ��� Periodically ampli�ed� lossy NLS or lossy KdV system

Initially it was believed that distributed ampli�cation would be necessary to

compensate for losses in soliton based optical �bre communication links In recent

times� it has been shown that lumped periodic ampli�cation is adequate� if the

ampli�ers are su�ciently close together The restriction on the ampli�er spacing

allows nonlinearity and dispersion to be treated as perturbations between ampli�ers

This is the premise of the average or guiding centre soliton ���� ��� ���� An average

soliton can propagate through the link in �gure 	� almost without distortion A

feature of this chapter is a perturbational method to derive average soliton equations

for both NLS �section 	�� and KdV �section 	�� systems

It was shown in chapter � that frequency dependent losses promote the stability of

a steady state attractor in the BSO In soliton communication systems� a frequency

dependent loss can be introduced by placing optical �lters after each ampli�er

Filters provide a natural immunity to perturbations by applying a restoring force

to the pulse parameters �
�� Section 	� considers a similar situation� in which a

KdV soliton �nds an asymptotic amplitude in the presence of frequency dependent

losses When the KdV cnoidal wave replaces the soliton pulse� an expression for the

amplitude of oscillations in the BSO can be derived� and this is pursued in section

		

The idea of adiabatic and nonadiabatic loss is a key element in this chapter
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If the attenuation is signi�cant over much shorter distances than nonlinearity and

dispersion� a simple average description for the system in �gure 	� can be found

This is possible if the loss is nonadiabatic Nonadiabatic loss occurs when the pulse

decays faster than nonlinearity and dispersion can arrange the correct �soliton�

height�width relationship Section 	� deals more precisely with the concept of

nonadiabatic decay

��� Adiabatic and Nonadiabatic Decay of

Solitons

A simple way to determine the behaviour of a soliton in a nearly integrable nonlinear

equation is examine how the conserved quantities are modi�ed For instance� the

equation for propagation in optical �bre is often given as ��
�

i
�u

��
�

�

�

��u

�� �
� juj�u � �i�u �	��

in the canonical space ��� and time �� � variables It is a simple matter to derive an

expression for the rate of change of energy due to the loss term �� as

�

�

d

d�

�Z
juj� d�

�
� ��

�Z
juj� d�

�
�	��

A standard trick for determining the e�ect of the damping on a soliton is to assume

the pulse can maintain the correct �soliton� shape as it travels Formally� this means

the pulse parameters can be written as functions of � For instance� let

u � a��� sech �a���� � exp�ia�������� �	��

If � � �� then a��� � a���� and equation �	�� is the one soliton solution to the

exact NLS equation The behaviour of a��� can be deduced from the energy balance

equation� equation �	�� Substituting equation �	�� into equation �	�� gives �
��

da

d�
� ���a �	��

On the other hand� the decay is qualitatively di�erent if attenuation is signi�cant

over distances much less than that which nonlinearity and dispersion can arrange

the shape of the pulse In this case the attenuation is referred to as non�adiabatic If

the pulse shape is �xed by the constant a�� an appropriate expression for the pulse

behaviour is

u � a��� sech �a�� � exp�ia�������� �		�

When this equation is substituted in to equation �	��� the rate of change of ampli�
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tude is one half that of the adiabatic case� and

da

d�
� ��a �	��

which is the same as if the medium were linear With the distinction between

adiabatic and nonadiabatic damping established� we turn to the �eld of repeaterless

nonlinear optical communications

��� Deriving NLS Average Solitons

Optical ampli�ers o�er the possibility of repeaterless optical communication Con�

ventional systems are limited by the speed of the electronics needed to detect and

regenerate pulses � optical ampli�ers promise to eliminate this electronic bottle�

neck With solitons to combat dispersion� very signi�cant increases in bit�rates seem

possible

A typical system consists of an arrangement of glass �bre divided into equal

sections by optical ampli�ers� as shown in �gure 	� The propagation between

ampli�ers is described by equation �	�� ��
� From a communication perspective�

the propagation of individual pulses is of chief concern It has been shown that

pulses can su�er large attenuations between ampli�ers� yet still behave much like

solitons of the homogeneous� lossless medium� this is the average or guiding centre

soliton concept ���� ��� ����

Mollenauer et al ����� have given a conceptually simple derivation of this e�ect by

noting the pulse shape cannot change appreciably between closely spaced ampli�ers

In terms of the last section� the authors assume the decay is nonadiabatic They

show the global behaviour of the system can be described with the NLS equation

i
��u

��
�

�

�

���u

�� �
� �j�uj��u � � �	��

where �u is the waveform immediately following each ampli�er and

� �
� � exp����X�

��X
�	��

is a factor to account for the attenuation between ampli�ers The single soliton

solution to equation �	�� has been shown to propagate without serious distortion

over large distances and many ampli�er spans ���� ��� ����

It is worth repeating Mollenauer et al�s argument so it can be compared with

a new method developed in the next section Mollenauer et al�s original derivation

allowed for the dispersion to vary along the �bre � that feature is omitted here for

simplicity Treating dispersion and nonlinearity as perturbations� to lowest order
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equation �	�� becomes
�u

��
� �u � � �	
�

which can be solved to �nd

u � �u�� � exp����� �	���

When the dispersive and nonlinear terms are again considered� �u�� � must be allowed

to vary with � on a large scale Therefore� the solution

u � �u��� �� exp����� �	���

is introduced into equation �	��� to obtain

�i��u

��
�

�

�

���u

�� �
� exp������j�uj��u �	���

Integrating equation �	��� over the interval �� � X and dividing by X� we have

�i��u

��
�

�

�X

Z �n��	X

nX
d�

���u

�� �
�

�

X

Z �n��	X

nX
exp������ d� j�uj��u �	���

Here functions of �u are placed outside the integral because they do not vary sig�

ni�cantly over a single ampli�cation period Evaluating the integrals� and treating

the di�erences as di�erentials gives equation �	�� The next section considers the

derivation of equation �	�� when the nonlinearity and dispersion are treated explic�

itly as perturbations

����� MMS Analysis

A typical scenario for a long haul optical link is solitons of around 	� ps FWHM and

spans of ���	�km of �� dB�km loss �bre between optical ampli�ers For a linear

�bre with a dispersion of � ps�nm�km� a minimum bandwidth pulse will double its

width after 
�� km ����� Thus� while the dispersive and nonlinear e�ects between

ampli�ers may be small� the attenuation is in the region of ���� dB The perturbative

nature of the nonlinearity and dominance of the loss is made explicit by introducing

a small quantity� � � � and substituting � � ��� and � � ���� into equation �	���

so that

i
�u

���
� �

�
�

�

��u

�� �
� juj�u

�
� �i��u �	���

Here � is considered a �long� length scale and �� as a �short� length scale ���� The

fact that the problem has been phrased as a perturbation problem with two natural

scales� suggests the Method of Multiple Scales �MMS� may be helpful ���� ����

The MMS assumes the solution can be expressed as a power series in � � with
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� and �� treated as independent variables� so that

u��� �� � u���� �� �
�� � �u���� �� �

�� � ��u���� �� �
�� � ��� �	�	�

This equation can be substituted into equation �	��� and terms collected at di�erent

orders of � Note that when evaluating the ���derivative� the chain rule gives ����� �

����� ������ Collecting terms at order �� �O���� we have

�u�
���

� ���u� �	���

which can be solved to �nd

u� � �u��� �� exp������� �	���

where �u is an �as yet� arbitrary function of � and �  To arrive at this equation

Mollenauer et al make the transformation �u�� � � �u��� �� �equation �	����� and

even though �u��� �� is assumed to be varying slowly with �� this is not apparent in

their notation

At O��� we have

�i�u�
���

� i��u� � i
�u�
��

�
�

�

��u�
�� �

� ju�j�u� �	���

The MMS enables an equation for �u��� �� to be found by requiring the perturbation

series in equation �	�	� is valid for �� � O����� Since it is clear that the solu�

tion u��� �� tends to zero � we have not yet considered the ampli�cation � then

fu�� u�� ���gmust also tend to zero Therefore� so that u� tends to zero� we substitute

equation �	��� into the right hand side of equation �	��� and set it to zero� which

yields

i
��u

��
�

�

�

���u

�� �
� exp��������j�uj��u � � �	�
�

A similar equation was reached by Mollenauer et al in equation �	��� It is worth�

while noting that in going from equation �	��� to equation �	���� Mollenauer et al

take functions of �u outside the integrals on the right�hand side� but integrate ��u���

�another function of �u� to ��u on the left�hand side of the equation This di��

culty arises because the long and short length scales are not explicitly separated In

terms of the notation used in this section� the LHS of equation �	��� could instead

be integrated as
�

X

Z X

�

��u��� ��

��
d�� �

��u

��
�	���

which also eliminates the need for the ratio �u��� to be treated as a di�erential

Apart from the nonlinear coe�cient� equation �	�
� is a NLS equation in �u

With periodic ampli�cation� this coe�cient varies periodically between ampli�ers
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The �nal step is to average equation �	�
� over one ampli�cation period � with

respect to the the short scale �� � and therefore remove the dependence on ��� ie

�

X��

��
X��Z
�

�
i
��u

��
�

�

�

���u

�� �
� exp��������j�uj��u

�
d�� � � �	���

When this integral is evaluated we reach equation �	�� In the next section this

procedure is shown to be applicable to the lossy KdV equation

��� KdV Average Solitons

A lossy KdV medium can be periodically ampli�ed� and yet behave much like the

lossless medium Just as for the lossy NLS equation� a key assumption is that the

nonlinear and dispersive e�ects between ampli�ers can be regarded as perturbations

A schematic of the system is shown in �gure 	�� with propagation between ampli�ers

described by the lossy KdV equation

�u

��
� �u

�u

��
�
��u

�� �
� ��u �	���

����� MMS analysis

To make the nonlinear and dispersive e�ects apparent as perturbations� we set � �

��� and � � ����� so that

�u

���
� �

�
�u

�u

��
�
��u

�� �

�
� ���u �	���

Similarly� we assume a solution of the form

u��� �� � u���� �� �
�� � �u���� �� �

�� � ��u���� �� �
�� � ��� �	���

which� after gathering terms at O��� and solving� yields

u� � �u��� �� exp������� �	�	�

Finally� repeating the remaining steps of the MMS analysis in section 	��� gives

��u

��
� �	�u

��u

��
�
���u

�� �
� � �	���

where

	 �
�� exp���X�

�X
�	���
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Equation �	��� plays the same role as equation �	�� did previously � it describes

a pulse immediately following each ampli�er Just as for the NLS case� the equation

for propagation in a periodically ampli�ed KdV medium is just the equation for the

lossless medium with a correction to the nonlinear term The next section shows

that equation �	��� accurately describes the propagation in �gure 	�

����� Numerical Solution

The ability of equation �	��� to describe the system in �gure 	� can readily be

tested with the Fourier Series method used in the previous chapter To this end we

set the system details to be X � ���� � � �� log �� � ����� 
 exp��X� � �� and

	�� � ��	�

If a Fourier series solution of the form

u��� �� �
�X

n
��

an��� exp�i�n� � �	���

is assumed� a �nite system of ordinary equations can be obtained to describe the

propagation on each span� nX � � � �n � ��X The waveform at the beginning of

the span� u��� nX�� is the initial condition for that interval Strictly� this method

only allows solutions which are periodic in � � but nonperiodic cases can be handled

by assuming a su�ciently large period

In the following analysis� a known solution to equation �	��� is assumed for the

input� uin�� �� in �gure 	� The evolution of uin�� � is checked numerically against

equation �	��� The single soliton solution to equation �	��� is given by

�u��� �� � a	�� sech�
r
a

�
�� � �a�� �	�
�

With a � 	� an initial waveform corresponding to equation �	�
� is uin�� � �

sech���	���
�

� � � Figure 	� shows the evolution of this initial condition through the

�rst two sections The dotted line shows the decay in amplitude in the medium�

and subsequent reampli�cation at the site of each ampli�er Figure 	� shows the

evolution of this waveform over many ampli�er spans The pairs of solid lines cor�

respond to waveforms at the beginning and end of ampli�cation periods beginning

at � � �� � � �� � ���X and � � �� � ���X � not to adjacent ampli�ers

The solution given by equation �	�
� is plotted at discrete points with open circles

Clearly the global behaviour of the system is well described by equation �	���� of

which equation �	�
� is a solution

To properly interpret �gure 	�� it must be shown that the pulse has propagated

over su�cient total distance for nonlinearity and dispersion to have an appreciable

e�ect Otherwise� the entire propagation may be essentially linear� and the result in

�gure 	� trivial By applying Inverse Scattering Theory to equation �	��� it can

be shown that �u�� � �� � � � sech���	���
�

� � � develops into exactly two solitons �
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Figure ��� Evolution of a single� periodically ampli�ed� pulse� gain� � � �	� ampli�er
spacing� X � 	��� Solid lines 
 waveforms at the beginning and end of an ampli�cation
period� Dashed line 
 amplitude of pulse�

of the form given in equation �	�
� � with amplitudes A� � ��� and A� � ���

����� Figure 	� shows the development corresponding to this initial condition�

when launched into the periodically ampli�ed system Two solitons emerge� and the

behaviour is again accurately described by equation �	��� This shows that �a�� the

pulse in �gure 	� has been propagated over a distance su�cient for nonlinearity

and dispersion to have an appreciable e�ect� and �b�� the full soliton properties are

preserved under periodic ampli�cation� not merely the solitary wave property

When these simulations are repeated with a much larger distance between am�

pli�ers� equation �	��� can no longer be used to predict the global behaviour of

the system This is because the perturbational method becomes invalid when the

nonlinearity and dispersion cannot be considered as perturbations over an ampli�er

span� X Figure 		 shows the evolution of the same initial pulse as in �gure 	�� but

with the distance between ampli�ers increased to X � � �the loss in the medium

has been adjusted to keep 
 � ��� Because the nonlinear and dispersive e�ects

have a considerable e�ect on the pulse shape between ampli�ers� there is no hope

of amplifying the pulse back to its former state In the optical regime the soliton�

period is a guide to how small X must be ����� A corresponding quantity for the

KdV case has not been determined However� �gure �	�� indicates the lengths over

which nonlinearity and dispersion can have an appreciable e�ect on the shape of a

waveform
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Figure ��� Evolution of two solitons� with amplitudes as predicted by equation �����

����� Path Average Power and Amplitude

The nonlinearity in optical �bre is known as self phase modulation �SPM� �
� Be�

cause SPM is power dependent� its e�ect is reduced by attenuation Therefore� if

a balance between nonlinearity and dispersion is to be obtained in a periodically
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Figure ��� Evolution with large X� X � ��

ampli�ed medium� the balance must be di�erent than for the lossless medium

If a soliton corresponding to the lossless medium is launched into a lossy medium�

the balance is tipped in favour of the dispersion� since the SPM is reduced by the

drop in power The upshot is that the e�ective nonlinearity is reduced in periodically

ampli�ed systems This is re�ected by the factor � � � in equation �	�� If a pulse

is pre�emphasized by some factor� the e�ective SPM can be enhanced su�ciently

to balance the dispersion This is evident in the single soliton solution to equation

�	��� given by

�u��� �� � ��
�

�a sech �a� � exp�ia����� �	���

This pulse is a factor of ��
�

� larger than the soliton of the lossless medium with the

same width In order that nonlinearity and dispersion balance� the path average

power of the decaying pulse and the equivalent soliton in the lossless medium should

be equal �����

The basic nonlinear e�ect in the KdV equation is amplitude dependent� rather

than power dependent Naturally attenuation reduces this e�ect between ampli�ers�

therefore we expect that a pulse should be pre�emphasised compared with a pulse

of the same temporal width in the lossless medium The single soliton solution to

equation �	��� appears in equation �	�
� It is straightforward to show the path

average amplitude of the decaying pulse is

�

X

Z X

�
a	�� exp����� d� � a �	���

which is just equal to the amplitude of a pulse of the same width in the lossless
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medium Thus the path average power of the periodically ampli�ed soliton is the

same as for the lossless medium

��� The E�ects of Filtering

So far� �gure 	� has only been considered with uniform losses However� the in�

troduction of frequency dependent losses into periodically ampli�ed systems is an

important topic since 

� frequency dependent losses are necessary for the stability of the BSO�

� in the form of �lters� frequency dependent losses can improve the performance

of long�haul optical soliton communication links �
�� ����� and

� frequency dependent losses are necessary for the stability of the SFRL ����

The analysis in this section focuses on the e�ect of frequency dependent losses on

solitons propagating in the system in �gure 	� Section 	�� recalls the modi��

cations to the average NLS equation necessary to account for frequency dependent

losses Sections 	�� and 	�� show that the average KdV equation can be modi�ed

in a similar manner Section 	�� shows how the asymptotic soliton width can be

found by direct physical argument� as opposed to using average soliton ideas

����� The Perturbed Average NLS Equation

Attention has recently been focussed on the inclusion of optical �lters in periodically

ampli�ed soliton communication systems �
�� In particular� the amplitude of an

average soliton can be shown to be attracted to some �xed value which depends on

the excess gain and �lter strength The excess gain is the ampli�er gain in excess

of that needed to compensate for losses in the �bre alone More gain is necessary

because the �lters introduce an extra loss

The e�ect of the �lters placed after every ampli�er is accounted for with a NLS

equation with a distributed frequency dependent loss The �ltering e�ect is averaged

over the ampli�er span in much the same way as the lumped gain was used to

cancel the distributed loss in section 	� The analysis uses a modi�ed version of

the average equation �	�� The right hand side of this equation is perturbed with

terms to account for the average e�ect of the �lters and the excess gain� so that

��u

��
� i

�

���u

�� �
��i�j�uj��u � ��u� 

���u

�� �
�	���

The �rst term on the right�hand side is the excess gain and the second is the av�

erage e�ect of the lumped �lters Together� these terms constitute the Equivalent

Distributed Perturbation �EDP� ����� The e�ect of the EDP on the single soliton
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solution is of prime importance If the perturbation is weak� the adiabatic method

outlined in section 	� can be used to �nd an equilibrium soliton amplitude

����� The Perturbed Average KdV Equation

Although the MMS is a quick and intuitive way to derive average soliton equations�

no means has been found to extend the method to account for excess gain and

frequency dependent losses However� it is possible to extend Mollenauer et al�s

argument given in section 	� Referring to equation ���� for propagation in the

BSO� we consider the behaviour in the medium in �gure 	� to be described by

�u

��
� �u

�u

��
�
��u

�� �
� ��u� 

��u

�� �
�	���

Disregarding the change in pulse speed between ampli�ers� we take

u � �u��� �� exp������ �	���

where� as usual� �u is the waveform after each ampli�er At present �� is unknown�

but re�ects the e�ects of both uniform and frequency dependent losses It will be

shown in section 	�� that an exponential damping is appropriate when frequency

dependent losses are present� if the ampli�ers are su�ciently close together

Proceeding exactly as in section 	�� substituting equation �	��� into equation

�	��� and averaging over one ampli�er span yields

��u

��
� �	�u

��u

��
�
���u

�� �
� ��� � �� �u � 

���u

�� �
�	�	�

with 	 � �� � exp����X������X� If the steady state is assumed for some gain 
�

the attenuation must be 
 � exp���X�� or

�� �
�

X
ln
 �	���

Finally� we have a perturbed average KdV equation given by

��u

��
� �	�u

��u

��
�
���u

�� �
� ��u � 

���u

�� �
�	���

with the excess gain given by

� �
�

X
ln
� � �	���

and

	 �
� � 
��

ln

�	�
�

The EDP in equation �	��� is exactly the same as for the perturbed average NLS
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equation The next section considers the asymptotic steady state soliton solution

with this EDP

����� Solitons in the Perturbed Average KdV Equation

The steady state soliton solution to equation �	��� can be found with the adiabatic

method discussed in section 	� The adiabatic solution is valid if both  and ��

are small We assume the steady state solution is the soliton of the unperturbed

equation�

�u��� �� � 	��A sech�
s
A

�
�� � �A�� �	���

where the width� A� is to be determined

The steady state can be determined by invoking an equilibrium condition ����

An energy relationship for equation �	��� is

�

�

d

d�
k�uk� � �k�uk� � 

�������u

��

�����
�

�	���

where kfk is the L��norm de�ned by kfk� �
R
�

��
f�� ��d�  The equilibrium condition

is thus

�


�

�����u
��

����
k�uk� �	���

Equation �	��� can be evaluated using equation �	��� and the integrals in ap�

pendix C to �nd

A �
	

�

�
�

X
ln
� �

�
�	���

This result can be supported by applying simple physical arguments directly to the

original system

����� Soliton Width via a Direct Energy Balance

Rather than using EDP�based methods� this section appeals directly to the original

system �gure 	� with equation �	��� governing propagation between ampli�ers

Since� by hypothesis� the ampli�ers are spaced much closer than the distance over

which nonlinearity and dispersion can have an appreciable e�ect� the temporal pro�le

of a waveform may be considered constant between ampli�ers ����� To �nd the e�ect

of equation �	��� on a soliton shaped pulse which does not change its shape� we

take

u��� � � � a��� sech�
s
A

�
�� � f���� �	���

Here A determines the shape of the pulse and a��� describes the behaviour of the

pulse amplitude The function f��� only serves to translate the pulse� and is irrele�
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vant to this discussion as it will be removed by integration over �  It will be found

that the attenuation is directly related to A� and therefore A can be determined by

selecting the value which balances the gain of the ampli�er We now show that A

is the same as predicted by equation �	���

The behaviour of the amplitude� a���� between ampli�ers can be deduced by

using the energy equation for equation �	���� given by

�

�

d

d�
kuk� � ��kuk� � 

������u��
�����
�

�	�	�

Substitution of equation �	��� into equation �	�	� yields

da

d�
� �a

�
� �

�

	
A

�
�	���

The damping is uniform with a contribution which depends on the width of the

pulse This is the assumption implicitly made in obtaining equation �	��� The

attenuation over one ampli�er span can be equated to the ampli�cation to yield


 �
a���

a�X�
� exp

�
� �

�

	
A

�
X �	���

which can be rearranged to give equation �	���

It is remarkable that equations �	��� and �	��� agree exactly� since they are

derived using quite di�erent methods one by seeking the �xed point of a perturbed

average soliton equation� the other by simply equating the losses to the ampli�ca�

tion assuming a constant pulse shape This suggests it may be possible to analyze

the equivalent �ltered optical system in a similar manner � ie deriving asymp�

totic pulse amplitudes by simply adding up the �pulse�width dependent� losses and

ampli�cations in the steady state This topic is tackled in the next chapter

To date� attention has been focussed on the behaviour of soliton pulses However�

it was shown in chapter � that the waves in the BSO are given by the periodic cnoidal

solutions The next section shows how the steady state ideas developed here can be

applied to the periodic case� and therefore to the BSO

��� BSO Steady State Analysis

In this section the steady state analysis developed in section 	�� is used to analyse

the BSO Again the waveform is assumed to undergo little change in shape between

ampli�cations Equation �	��� describes propagation in the BSO transmission line

�see equation ����� Therefore� the average KdV equation derived from it� equation

�	���� is also applicable to the BSO The periodicity of the BSO dictates that

the cnoidal solution is considered� rather than the soliton solution in section 	��

Section 		� derives expressions to describe the steady�state Section 		� compares
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the result with simulated and experimental BSO waveforms� as well as with the

steady states of equation ����

����� Cnoidal Waves in a Perturbed Average KdV Equation

Although equation �	��� is posed in terms of the canonical variables � and � � it

is convenient to revert to the physical variables� x and t This avoids the problem

of the cnoidal solution traveling backwards The canonical equation was derived by

transforming to a frame of reference travelling at the phase velocity �� Any velocity

in this frame is in addition to �� in the laboratory frame Because of dispersion�

the phase velocity for small cnoidal waves is less than �� Thus the velocity in a

frame moving at �� may be negative or zero This introduces di�culties which can

be avoided by using the physical variables When returned to the physical variables

by the transformation in section ���� equation �	��� becomes

��u

�x
�

�

��

��u

�t
� 	

�F��
�u
��u

�t
� �

���

�
�

��
�

Cp

�C���

�
���u

�t�
� ���u � �

���u

�t�
�	���

where the excess gain and viscous loss are given by

�� �
�

N
ln
 � R� � Rs

���
�	�
�

� �
�

����

�
R�

Z�
� Gp��

�
�		��

As in section 	��� we seek a cnoidal solution to the left�hand side of equation

�	��� which permits a balance of incoming and out�going energy on the right�hand

side In the following argument it will be helpful to de�ne a � ���F ��
�

�

	
�
��

� Cp

�C�


� �

� 

From equation ������ the appropriate cnoidal solution is

�u � �ucn � A
�
��k� � � � E�K� � k� cn�

�
�K

�
x

N
� t

T

���
�		��

where A is de�ned to be A � ���	���K��a��T ��� The spatial and temporal periods

are related by

T �
N

��

�
� � �

��F

�
�		��

where � is given by equation ����� as

� � �
�

�K

a��T

��
��� k� � �

E

K
� �		��
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The equilibrium condition is

��

�
�

���� �ucn
��

����
k �ucnk� �		��

The required integrals are �see appendix C�

Z T

�
�u�cn d� � TA�

�
�k� � ��

�
�

� � �k�

�

E

K
�
�
E

K

���
�			�

and

Z T

�

�
��ucn
��

��
d� �

�A�

�	

�
�K

T

� h
�� � k���k� � ���K � �k� � k� � ���E

i
�		��

The equilibrium condition is thus

��

�
T � �

��

�	
K� ��� k���k� � �� � ��k� � k� � ��E�K

�k� � ���� � ��� �k��E���K� � �E�K��
�		��

which� for a �xed BSO values implicitly implies 
 � 
�k� The peak�to�peak ampli�

tude is also a function of k and given by

�upp �
�k�

	

�
�K

a��T

��
�		��

By varying the value of k� equation �		�� and equation �		�� describe a locus of

points �
�k�� �upp�k��� which can be used to predict the oscillation amplitude for a

given gain� The next section checks the validity of this result

����� Comparison with Simulation� Theory and Experiment

In this section the theoretical analysis in the previous section is trialed against�

�a�� the simpli�ed BSO model introduced in chapter �� �b�� the partial di�erential

equation advanced in chapter �� and �c�� the experimental BSO introduced in chapter

�

Figure 	� shows peak�to�peak amplitudes of steady states of the simpli�ed BSO

model shown in �gure ��� as seen immediately after the ampli�er �ie Vin�t�� The

crosses represent steady states found for reverse bias levels of �� �� �� 	 and � Volts

The steady states for � Volts appear in �gure �� As the reverse bias is decreased 

� the gain required to produce a given amplitude decreases� and

� smaller changes in gain are needed to produce the same change in amplitude

�Equations ������ and ������ must be solved simultaneously to determine the period T �
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The solid line has been calculated from equations �		�� and �		�� In general there

is an excellent correspondence between the theoretical and simulated results

Figure ��� shows that when the reverse bias is increased� pulses with the same

amplitude have di�erent shapes The dotted lines in �gure 	� are lines of constant

modulus� k A cnoidal steady state with a peak�to�peak amplitude along one of

these lines has the same shape at di�erent bias levels
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Figure ��� A comparison between steady state values found in the simpli�ed BSO model
�crosses� and those given by equation ������ and ������ �solid line�� Results for reverse bias
levels of 	� �� �� � and � Volts are shown� Lines of constant modulus� k� are shown with
dashed lines� The open circles show the minimum level of gain necessary for oscillation� as
predicted form the linear dispersion relationship for equation �������

The open circles in �gure 	�� along the zero amplitude line� are minimum gain

levels found directly from the linear dispersion relationship for equation �	��� The

linear dispersion relationship can be used because small cnoidal waves are nearly

sinusoidal If the speed of a small sinusoid� of wavelength N � is approximated with

the nominal phase velocity� ��� the critical gain is


c � exp
N

���

�
R� � R�

�
��

N

���
�		
�

The values given by this equation coincide with the value predicted by equations

�		�� and �		��

Figure 	� shows a comparison of the theoretical result �solid line� against both

experimental values �crosses� and results from the partial di�erential equation in�

troduced in chapter �� equation ���� �open circles� The steady states for equation
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���� appear in �gures ���b�� ���a� and ���b� Experimental results are not shown
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Figure ��� BSO oscillation amplitudes with varying ampli�cation� The solid line is gen�
erated from equations ������ and ������� Open circles correspond to the steady states of
equation ������ The dashed line corresponds to an increase and decrease in the frequency
dependent losses by a factor of three�

for higher bias levels because of the increasing e�ect of parasitic capacitances �see

section ���� The theoretical results agree quite well with the experimental BSO�

and very closely with the steady states of equation ����

The �dash�dot� line in �gure 	� indicates the change in theoretical result when

the frequency dependent losses are increased and decreased by a factor of three

The curve is asymptotically vertical as the frequency dependent losses are reduced

to zero This supports the observation in chapter � that frequency dependent losses

are necessary for the stability of the BSO

The steady state analysis developed in the previous section describes the cnoidal

BSO oscillations remarkably well The experimental values are in good qualitative

agreement� while those found from simulation� and from equation ���� are in excel�

lent agreement The principle assumption of the steady state theory is that the pulse

shape does not change appreciably between ampli�ers Although this has proven

to be a good assumption for the BSO considered here� limits on the applicability of

the theory remain to be established
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��� Summary � Discussion

This chapter has introduced a novel way of deriving average soliton equations with

the MMS The method formally exploits Mollenauer et al�s observation that the

dispersive and nonlinear e�ects take place on an essentially di�erent length scale to

the ampli�cation and attenuation The established result of average NLS equation

was con�rmed� and an average KdV equation established The validity of the average

KdV equation has been con�rmed with a numerical study

That nonlinearity and dispersion can be balanced� on average� for the periodically

ampli�ed NLS equation is a surprising result � perhaps more so for the KdV case

Whereas both nonlinearity and dispersion e�ect a NLS pulse only on a large scale�

the speed of a KdV pulse is directly related to its amplitude Thus� there is an

attribute of the KdV pulse which can vary signi�cantly over one ampli�cation period

Heuristically speaking� an average description is still possible because the pulse

travels faster at the beginning of the ampli�cation period and slower near the end

If this fact is accepted a priori� Mollenauer et al�s argument can be equally well

applied to the periodically ampli�ed KdV system by disregarding the dependence

of the pulse�s speed on its amplitude Indeed� Mollenauer et al�s method has been

adapted to derive a perturbed average KdV equation

The perturbed average NLS equation has become a valuable tool in nonlinear

optical communications In particular� the e�ects of the perturbations on the soliton

solution give valuable clues about the system behaviour A perturbed average KdV

equation has been derived� and the results applied to the BSO The validity of the

equation was checked by deducing the asymptotic pulse width via a direct physical

argument The asymptotic solution to the perturbed equation agrees well with

steady state amplitude for the experimental BSO� the steady states of a partial

di�erential equation� and a simpli�ed computer model
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RESULTS FOR ENVELOPE SOLITONS

This chapter considers two aspects of periodically ampli�ed envelope solitons As in

the last chapter� the average soliton concept plays a central role Section �� shows

that asymptotic soliton widths in �ltered� periodically ampli�ed NLS systems can

be found by a simple method Section �� introduces the Envelope Soliton Oscillator

�ESO�� a device similar in architecture and operation to the SFRL

The asymptotic width of a KdV soliton propagating in a periodically ampli�ed

medium with frequency dependent losses can be found with two separate methods

The method discused in section 	�� seeks an adiabatic solution to the perturbed

average soliton equation A second method discussed in section 	�� appeals di�

rectly to the periodically ampli�ed medium Section �� shows this direct method

is applicable to NLS systems The result applies exactly when the frequency depen�

dent losses are uniformly distributed� and holds approximately when the �ltering is

concentrated after each ampli�er

Section �� introduces a new nonlinear oscillator The oscillator is capable of

endlessly circulating an envelope soliton� and more generally has oscillation modes

corresponding to the periodic solutions of the NLS equation The ESO is an in�

teresting device because of its links with both the BSO and with optical systems

Finally� this chapter concludes with a summary and discussion

��� Periodic Ampli	cation and Filtering

The aim of this section is to extend the result in section 	�� to NLS solitons To this

end� it is convenient to consider the periodically ampli�ed NLS system considered

by Kodama and Hasegawa �
�� The central equation is�

i
�q

��
�

�

�

��q

�� �
� jqj�q � �i���G�q � iG��

��q

�� �
����

which describes propagation in optical �bre with loss ���� ampli�cation �G� and

�ltering �G��� For long distance soliton propagation� G and G�� are periodic functions

of � and the problem is transformed to the average amplitude variable v The average

amplitude di�ers from the peak amplitude� �u in equation �	��� by the factor ��
�

� in
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equation�	�� Thus v satis�es

�v

��
� i

�

��v

�� �
� ijvj�v � �v � �

��v

�� �
����

Here � is the excess ampli�er gain and � is the average of G�� over one period� X

The right�hand side of this equation constitutes the EDP We consider two separate

cases � each based on equation ���� with lumped ampli�cation � but with either

distributed or lumped �ltering The �ltering is distributed when G����� is constant

�section ���� and lumped when G����� is concentrated after each ampli�er �section

����

����� Distributed Filtering

Let G����� � � be constant over the ampli�cation interval� with excess gain given

by � � �ln
��X � � �
�� 
�� If the EDP in equation ���� is su�ciently weak� an

adiabatic solution of the form

v��� � � � a��� sech �a���� � exp�ia�������� ����

can be found by direct substitution into the energy integral �
�� ����

d

d�

Z
�

��

jvj� d� � ��
Z
�

��

jvj� d� � ��
Z
�

��

������v��
�����
�

d� ����

Solving the resulting ordinary di�erential equation for a steady state� yields �
��

a� �

�
��

j�j

� �

�

�

�
�

j�j
�

�

X
ln
 � �

�� �

�

��	�

Rather than appealing to average soliton concepts� we seek to duplicate this

result by examing the original system description� equation ���� Whereas equa�

tion ��	� was found using the perturbed average soliton equation� we appeal to

Mollenauer et al�s observation that the pulse shape is nearly constant between am�

pli�ers To deduce the e�ect of the right�hand side of equation ���� on a soliton

shaped pulse� we write the pulse as

q��� � � � a��� sech �a�� � exp�ia�������� ����

Here a� �xes the pulse width �and shape�� and we seek an expression for this value

To determine the behaviour of a���� we substitute equation ���� into the energy

integral for equation ����� given by

d

d�

Z
�

��

jqj� d� � ���
Z
�

��

jqj� d� � ��
Z
�

��

������q��
�����
�

d� ����
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Which yields
da

d�
� �a�� �

j�j
�
a��� ����

This equation shows that if the shape is constant� the pulse attenuates at a rate

which depends on the width of the pulse For a steady state condition� equation

���� can be solved for the attenuation between ampli�ers and equated to the gain


� to �nd


 �
a���

a�X�
� exp

�
X�� �

j�j
�
a���

�
��
�

which can be rearranged to give equation ��	� Thus� simply accounting for the

gains and losses in the system yields precisely the same result as the EDP method

����� Lumped Filtering

In an actual optical �bre communication system the �ltering is lumped � rather

than distributed over the length of the �bre Figure �� shows a schematic of a

periodically ampli�ed communication system� with ampli�cation 
� and �lters with

FWHM bandwidth B The idea of preserved pulse shape can again be invoked to

generate results which agree with the EDP method In essence� all that is required

is to determine the e�ect of the lumped �lter� given that the pulse shape is invariant

The pulse width which gives a unity net gain can then be deduced to determine the

steady state

Motivated by equation ���� � which indicates that the e�ect of distributed

�ltering is to uniformly attenuate a pulse at a rate which depends on its bandwidth

� we assume that each lumped �lter also preserves the shape of the pulse and

attenuates its amplitude with regard to the relative bandwidths of the pulse and

�lter Thus� a narrow pulse with a large bandwidth will be attenuated more than a

broad pulse This is a reasonable approximation� considering the bandwidth of the

�lters is typically considered to be much larger than that of the pulse ���� � ie

assuming that the �ltering is weak

We assume Fabry�Perot �lters described by �
��

T �!� �
�

� � �i!�B
�����

Here B is the bandwidth �FWHM� of the �lter and ! is the normalized angular

frequency The input to each ampli�er is given by equation ����� for some amplitude

a and �xed width a�

To estimate the e�ect of the �lter� we use Parseval�s theorem to obtain the energy

of the output pulse� and deduce the output amplitude given that the pulse shape

remains unchanged To this end we need the transform� �qin� of the input pulse�
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where from equation ����

j�qin�!�j � �
a

a�
sech

�
�!

�a�

�
�����

The energy� E� is given by

E �

�

��

Z
�

��

jT �!��qin�!�j�d! �����

This integral can be approximated by taking advantage of the relatively large band�

width of the �lter to truncate the Taylor expansion for T � to three terms�

jT j� � ��
�

�!

B

��
�
�

�!

B

��
�����

If E is equated to the energy of a pulse with the same shape as in equation �����

but with amplitude a�� an expression for the net �ltered gain can be found This

gain� a��a� can be equated to the attenuation in the �bre� so that for balance�

a�

a
� 


�
�� �

�

�
a�
B

��
�

���

�	

�
a�
B

��� �

�

� exp ��X� �����

The right�hand equality relates a� to the gain �
�� �lter bandwidth �B�� �bre

loss ��� and distance between ampli�ers �X� The expression obtained using the

EDP method gives�


 exp

�
��

�

�
a�
B

���
� exp��X� ���	�

It is interesting that this equilibrium condition has a balance between ampli�er

gain� �lter loss and �bre loss� similar to equation ����� The Taylor expansion for

equation ����� is




�
� � �

�

�
a�
B

��
�

�	�

�	

�
a�
B

��
� ���

�
� exp��X� �����

Clearly� this expansion and the expansion for equation ���	� agree for the �rst two

terms � but di�er for higher order terms Since the bandwidth of the �lter has

been taken to be much greater than the bandwidth of the pulse � ie a��B � � �

the two expressions lead to very similar results In fact � regarding the solution in

the absence of �lters� 
 � exp��X�� as zeroth�order � the expressions can be said

to agree to �rst order In contrast to the case where the �ltering is distributed� an

exact agreement is not obtained because the e�ect of the lumped �lters can only be

approximately assessed

�The complete de�nite integrals required appear in appendix C�
�Follows from substituting j�j � ���B�X� into equation ���� ����
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B B

X

Figure ��� Optical communication system� ampli�er �gain ��� �lter �FWHM bandwidth
B�� �bre �normalized loss �� normalized length X�

��� An Envelope Solitary Wave Oscillator

This section introduces an oscillator which can endlessly circulate an envelope soliton

in a loop of nonlinear transmission line The oscillator has been named the Envelope

Soliton Oscillator or ESO The ESO is closely related to both the BSO and SFRL�

a schematic is shown in �gure �� Comparisons with the BSO schematic in �gure

�� show the signi�cant di�erences are 

� the transmission line supports envelope� rather than baseband solitons�

� the �lter is band�pass� rather than high�pass� and

� the ESO includes a saturable absorber

Nonlinear Transmission Line

B.P Filter Amplifier and
Sat. Absorber

soliton

Figure ��� Schematic of the ESO

An experimental ESO has not been constructed� the results presented in this

section relate to a computer model The general form of the model is shown in

�gure ��� where a loop is formed from a terminated length of nonlinear transmission

line The elements of the ESO are more fully discussed in section ��� In section

���� a lossy NLS equation is presented to describe propagation in the nonlinear

transmission line As with the BSO� this basic equation determines the shape of

the ESO oscillations Section ��� presents the steady states which develop in the

ESO
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����� Elements of the ESO

The bandpass �lter ��gure ��� acts to stabilize the amplitude of a soliton pulse The

relationship between the height and width of a soliton causes the �lter to penalize

tall� high bandwidth pulses more than short pulses This e�ect allows the soliton to

attain a stable equilibrium between ampli�cation and attenuation The magnitude

Cf

Rf

Lf

Figure ��� Bandpass �lter� The values are Lf � ��H� Cf � ��� nF� Rf � �� or ����

responses for two values of Rf is shown in �gure �� Unless stated otherwise the
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Figure ��� Bandpass �lter amplitude response� Solid line Rf � ��� dashed line Rf � ����

larger bandwidth �lter is used in simulations

Figure �� shows that only the centre frequency� f� say� avoids attenuation in the

�lter Thus� for a pulse centred at f�� the ampli�er must supply more ampli�cation

than is necessary to compensate for the transmission line losses alone As a result�

there is more gain at the centre frequency than attenuation in the loop In optical

soliton communication systems this e�ect is responsible for an exponential rise in

nonsoliton radiation� and may be suppressed with a saturable absorber ����� Section

��� shows that although the saturable absorber promotes solitons� the ESO remains

stable when it is removed The saturable absorber and ampli�er have been modelled
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as

Vout �

Vin

� � ������Vin��
�����

Although this de�nition has been selected arbitrarily� in experiments it is envisaged

that biased diodes could provide saturable absorption

A single section of the nonlinear transmission line is shown in �gure �	 The

LR1

R2

C(v)

Figure ��� A section of nonlinear transmission line which supports envelope solitons� The
values are L � �mH� R� � ��� R� � ��� The nonlinear capacitance is given in equation
�����

nonlinear capacitance is given by

C�v� � C���� ��v�� � ����� � ����v�� pF �����

This nonlinear characteristic is found in ferro�electric capacitors ���� and quan�

tum well varactor diodes ����� This transmission line has previously been con�

sidered in reference ���� In addition� several other con�gurations have been con�

sidered in references �	�� �
� ���� ��	� ���� ��	� ��
� ���� For a frequency f��

the transmission line is properly terminated with a resistance given by ����� Z �

�L�C����
�

� ��� f���
�LC����

�

� ! The transmission line considered here is �� sections

long The ESO loop is formed from the �	th section� with the remaining 	 sections

and the termination forming a matched load

����� NLS Description

Propagation in the transmission line in �gure �	 can be described with a lossy NLS

equation The equation for the lossless case has been derived in reference ���� A

perturbational analysis is included in appendix D to account for the in�uence of

the losses The result is

i
�u

�t
� P

��u

���
� Qjuj�u � �i�u ���
�

where� � � x� �gt� x is the distance in sections� t is time in seconds and �g is the

group velocity In addition� P � Q and � are the coe�cients of dispersion� nonlinearity
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and dissipation respectively Although the derivation for equation ���
� uses a long

wavelength approximation� the dispersion relation for the discrete lattice is utilised

������ where

� �
�q

LC���
sin

k

�
�����

The group velocity is thus

�g �
��

�k
�

�p
LC�

cos
k

�
�����

and the dispersion coe�cient� P � is given by

P �
�

�

��g
�k

� ���� �����

The coe�cients of nonlinearity is Q � ������ and the dissipation coe�cient is

� �
R�

�L
� �

R�

L
sin�

�
k

�

�
�����

With the dissipation disregarded� equation ���
� has a single soliton solution

given by

u��� �� � a sech

�
a

s
Q

�P
�

�
A exp�ia�Qt��� �����

In terms of the actual voltage in the transmission line� v�x� t�� this gives

v�x� t� � u��� ��ei�kx��t	 � u���� ��e�i�kx��t	 ���	�

� �a sech a

s
Q

�P
�x� �gt� cos

	
kx� �� �Qa����t



�����

�
�
�
� Pulse Shaping per Revolution

This section shows that a typically shaped pulse experiences relatively little change

in shape during one circulation of the ESO This allows the average soliton concept

to be applied in a later section If the nonlinear and disspative terms in equation

���
� are ignored� then
�u

�t
� iP

��u

���
�����

For this equation� it can be shown that a Gaussian initial condition of the form

u��� �� � u��� �� exp

����
����

�
�����
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broadens as it propagates� and will double in width when

t �

p
�

�P
��� ���
�

With P given in equation ������ and �� taken as one quarter of the ESO loop length�

�� � �	��� the width doubles after around �� revolutions of the ESO loop It follows

that little pulse shaping occurs over the course of a single revolution of the ESO

����� Results

The results in this section are generated from computer simulations of the ESO

outlined in section ��� The oscillator is modelled by including the bandpass

�lter and saturable absorber into the model for the BSO in appendix A The

resulting system of ODEs is integrated using the Runge�Kutta�Fehlberg method

�section ����

Section ���� deals with steady states which develop with small gain and with

the saturable absorber engaged Section ���� shows that soliton�like steady states

are possible with much larger variations in pulse amplitude In this case� average

soliton concepts are used to explain the shape of the steady state Section ����

shows that removing the saturable absorber does not lead to an instability Finally

section ���� illustrates the e�ect of the bandpass �lter bandwidth on the steady

state waveforms

�
�
�
� Small Gain and Saturable Absorber

Figure �� shows two steady states which propagate in the ESO for di�erent ampli�er

gains Each steady state was initiated by launching the waveform given by equation

����� into the nonlinear transmission line and subsequently closing the loop As

with the BSO� increasing the ampli�cation increases the amplitude and decreases

the width of the steady state pulse

The envelope of equation ����� has been plotted as a dashed line The ESO

oscillations are clearly close to the solutions of the underlying lossless NLS equation

This is reasonable� as the small periodic variation in amplitude has little e�ect on

balance between nonlinearity and dispersion The oscillations in the tail of the

soliton decay faster than the dashed envelope because of the substantial e�ect of

the saturable absorber on small amplitudes From experience with the BSO� it was

expected that cnoidal steady states could be found by decreasing the gain In fact�

the oscillation collapses to zero when the gain is reduced below a certain threshold

�
�
�
� Large Gain and Saturable Absorber

If the transmission line losses are substantially increased �R� � 	��� !� the steady

state in �gure �� is obtained for a gain of 
 � ���� The soliton solution of the
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�b� � � ���	�

Figure ��� Two ESO solitons� as seen at the input to the transmission line� and with the
saturable absorber engaged� The period is approximately �� �s�

lossless NLS equation �inner dashed line� does not accurately describe the envelope

of the steady state The new pulse shape re�ects the in�uence of average soliton

e�ects Equation �	��� indicates that the steady soliton in a periodically ampli�ed

medium should be emphasized by a factor of

��
�

� �

�
� � 
��

� ln 


�� �

�

�����

compared with the soliton of the corresponding lossless medium� The outer dashed

line in �gure �� incorporates this factor� and is a better description the steady state

pulse

�Equivalently� a pulse with the same amplitude must be broader by the same factor�
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Figure ��� Demonstration of the average soliton e�ect� The period is approximately �� �s�
The waveform is observed immediately after the ampli�er�

�
�
�
� Small Gain and No Saturable Absorber

Saturable absorption is necessary for mode locking of the SFRL ����� and to prevent

an exponential ampli�cation of noise in �ltered soliton communication links �����

�	�� Hence� it was expected that when removing the saturable absorber would

render the ESO unstable and destroy the soliton waveforms This is partly true

When the saturable absorber is removed� the ESO loses its propensity to circulate

solitons� but is not unstable Figure �� shows a portion of a steady state which

develops when the saturable absorber is removed A second smaller pulse forms

and circulates at a di�erent speed to larger pulse This behaviour is similar to

the familiar double cnoidal solution of the KdV equation It is apparent that the

saturable absorber does not prevent an instability� but rather inhibits the formation

of polycnoidal waves

�
�
�
� Reduced Filter Bandwidth and Saturable Absorber

If the bandwidth of the bandpass �lter is reduced from the solid line to the dashed

line in �gure ��� pulses will experience greater attenuation in the �lter Figure

�
 shows the steady state which develops � with the reduced �lter bandwidth

� from the steady state shown in �gure ���b� The pulse shape has changed to

accommodate the extra loss in the �lter The increased width of the new pulse allows

a balance between ampli�er gain� transmission line losses and �lter attenuation to

be re�established
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Figure ��� ESO double cnoidal waveform� with gain � � ���	�
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Figure ��	 Steady state with reduced bandwidth

��� Summary � Discussion

The �rst part of this chapter considered the asymptotic behaviour of NLS solitons

in periodically ampli�ed systems with frequency dependent losses An expression

for the asymptotic soliton width can be obtained by perturbing the average soliton

equation with an EDP A more direct method is to assume the pulse shape is constant

between ampli�ers and equate the gains to the losses This leads to the same

expression as the EDP based method when the �ltering is distributed� and agrees

to �rst order when the �ltering is lumped

The second part of this chapter addressed a new nonlinear oscillator� the ESO

The ESO shares the same architecture as the SFRL In both devices the salient
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feature is an endlessly circulating soliton The essential ingredients are a nonlinear

transmission line� ampli�er� �lter and saturable absorber In the same manner as

the BSO� the amplitude of the ESO solitons can be controlled by varying the gain

When the gain is slight� the steady solitons accurately conform to the solutions of

the underlying lossless NLS equation When the gain is substantial� the average

soliton concept must be employed to explain the steady state pulse shape

The steady states of the BSO blend smoothly from sinusoidal� through cnoidal�

to solitonic shaped waveforms However the ESO oscillation collapses when the

gain is reduced below a threshold value When the saturable absorber is removed�

polycnoidal steady states are possible� and the soliton is not the preferred mode of

operation

This brief study of the ESO has illustrated the principle of operation With the

prominence of optical solitons in both long haul communications links and the SFRL�

a more in�depth study seems warranted It is not essential to use the particular

nonlinear transmission line used here Indeed� Marquie et al ���	� have recently

studied envelope solitons on an experimental nonlinear transmission line constructed

with ordinary varactor diodes � rather than the exotic devices assumed here Such

an electronic analogue� with the experimental control possible over the medium�

could elucidate the properties of equivalent periodically ampli�ed optical systems





Chapter �

CONCLUSION � DISCUSSION

This thesis reports on various aspects of periodically ampli�ed soliton systems The

results include a range of experimental� computer simulation� numerical and ana�

lytic studies The discovery of the Baseband Soliton Oscillator has� directly and

indirectly� motivated much of the work presented here

Chapter � describes the construction and behaviour of the BSO The BSO is

essentially a length of nonlinear transmission line fashioned into an oscillator with

a single ampli�er The fundamental mode of operation is a smooth transition from

almost sinusoidal waveforms� through cnoidal waves� to waves which are indistin�

guishable from individual solitons The generic relationship between soliton ampli�

tude� width and speed are all apparent When the gain is increased su�ciently� the

structure of the oscillation changes and two pulses circulate in the BSO Because of

their di�erent speeds� the pulses collide periodically As predicted by Lax ������ the

relative amplitude of the pulses governs the detailed nature of the collision

In chapter �� a simpli�ed computer model is used to show the stability of the

BSO depends on frequency dependent losses The frequency dependent losses of

the BSO transmission line cause large amplitude cnoidal waves and solitons to be

attenuated more than small amplitude oscillations This mechanism is also at work

in the ESO� the Soliton Fibre Ring Laser� and in �ltered periodically ampli�ed

optical soliton communications links In the BSO� the upshot is an asymptotically

stable amplitude for which the energy provided by the ampli�er matches that lost

to transmission line losses

A KdV equation was derived to describe propagation in the transmission line

The BSO oscillations compare favourably with the lossless solutions to this equation

The relatively small variation in amplitude means the shape of the steady state

is principally determined by the dispersion and nonlinearity alone This classic

competition between nonlinearity and dispersion is highlighted in the subtle aspects

of soliton�soliton interaction observed in the oscillator

The BSO� with its combination of nonlinearity and positive feedback� has every

opportunity to behave badly At �rst thought� one might reasonably guess a chaotic

oscillation is more likely than regular steady states which occur In tune with modern

nonlinear dynamics� the BSO behaviour can be characterised with an attractor
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Chapter � advances an autonomous nonlinear partial di�erential equation which is

attracted to the BSO oscillations In a sense� this system isolates those elements

which are essential to the dynamics observed in the BSO For instance� it shows that

the discrete nature of the BSO transmission line is not essential to its operation The

study of attractors of nonlinear partial di�erential equations concentrates mainly

on abstract issues of existence� or certain homogeneous equations related to �uid

dynamics The equation advanced in this chapter is both inhomogeneous� and has

a relatively simple experimental manifestation

Attractors signpost self�organization in nonlinear dissipative systems Hasegawa

and Kodama showed the addition of a uniform loss to the KdV equation causes

a selective decay which favours the formation of a cnoidal wave with the longest

possible wavelength ���� Since the general periodic solution to the KdV equation

can be described with a polycnoidal wave ����� we conjecture that the losses in the

BSO produce a similar self organization� which favours the formation of lower order

polycnoidal waves In broad terms� this explains the cnoidal steady state waveforms

observed throughout this study The cnoidal wave is the lowest order solution�

but becomes energetically less favourable than the double cnoidal solution when the

ampli�cation is increased If the double cnoidal solution is viewed as two interacting

solitons� then the second soliton does not appear until the ampli�cation is su�cient

to sustain it against the losses in the medium� and the loss due to interaction with

existing pulse ����

Chapter 	 considers periodically ampli�ed systems in which the e�ects of non�

linearity and dispersion are weak between ampli�ers A new method of deriving the

average NLS equation is presented In addition� the method is used to derive an

analogous average description of periodically ampli�ed KdV systems The key is to

separate the length scales for the mechanisms which a�ect the shape of a waveform

from those which merely a�ect its amplitude

The addition of frequency dependent losses to both periodically ampli�ed NLS

and KdV systems is useful in applications The bene�cial e�ects in optical soliton

communication links have been studied by via a perturbed average soliton equation

The perturbed average soliton equation is just the average equation with an Equiv�

alent Distributed Perturbation A similar equation has been derived to analyse the

steady state waveforms in the BSO The analysis successfully predicts the amplitude

of a cnoidal oscillation for a given amount of ampli�cation The result stems from

seeking the cnoidal solution of the average KdV equation which satis�es an energy

balance determined by the EDP

As a check on the perturbed average KdV equation derived in chapter 	� it was

shown that the asymptotic soliton amplitude can be established by �xing the pulse

shape and equating the ampli�cation to the attenuation The essence of the method

is to determine the behaviour of the pulse amplitude given that the pulse shape is

invariant Motivated by this observation� chapter � presents a parallel analysis of

�ltered� periodically ampli�ed NLS systems It is shown that analysis applies exactly



���

when the frequency dependent losses are distributed� and to �rst order when the

losses are concentrated after each ampli�er � as envisaged in nonlinear optical

communications

In addition� chapter � introduces a second soliton oscillator� the Envelope Soliton

Oscillator The device is an electrical equivalent of the Soliton Fibre Ring Laser� in

that it consists of the same basic elements and endlessly circulates envelope soliton

pulses The ESO is also closely related to the BSO The role of the BSO frequency de�

pendent losses � which stabilizes baseband solitons � passes to the ESO bandpass

�lter� which similarly e�ects envelope solitons It is shown that the ESO saturable

absorber promotes the formation of soliton steady states� but is not necessary for

the stability of the device This is noteworthy� since saturable absorbers have been

introduced into soliton communication links to prevent the exponential accumula�

tion of nonsoliton radiation The basic tenet of the average soliton concept is that

periodic ampli�cation alters the dynamics of the system� and hence the shape of the

waveforms within it This is graphically demonstrated in the ESO by substantially

increasing the periodic variation in pulse amplitude

The following topics are suggested as fruitful extension to the work presented

here 

� If applications for the BSO are to be considered� perhaps at a greatly increased

frequency� attention should be focussed on other methods of construction

As suggested in chapter �� an oscillator can potentially be constructed on a

single substrate However� this raises questions concerning the limitations of

ampli�ers at these frequencies In particular� the e�ect of �nite bandwidth�

and imperfect gain and phase pro�les need to be assessed

� An oscillator which supports electrical envelope solitons has not yet been

demonstrated experimentally However� the results of chapter � suggest a

suitable architecture With the current interest in optical solitons� a simple

electrical analogue could be a useful tool for research in this area An experi�

mental ESO would allow both the amplitude and phase of the steady state to

be examined in widely varying circumstances

� Chapter � proposes a di�erential equation to describe the BSO and proves the

existence of attractors However� no attempt has been made to analyse the

attractor from a theoretical point of view The simplest attractor is the zero

state � when the gain is insu�cient to initiate oscillations From a theoret�

ical point of view� one must show that the attractor �the zero solution� loses

stability when the gain is increased beyond some critical value The situation

even more involved when moving from one cnoidal solution to another In this

case the initial attractor is not known a priori� as it is with the zero solution

Nevertheless� the issue of attractors in dynamical systems is very topical� and

it is possible that progress can be made with the aid of a �rm physical example�

such as the BSO



��� CHAPTER � CONCLUSION � DISCUSSION

� The method introduced in chapter 	 to derive average soliton equations has

not been extended to cope with e�ects other than periodic gain and attenua�

tion An extension to account for other perturbations would be a worthwhile

advance

� Since the perturbed average KdV equation has proven an accurate descrip�

tion of the BSO cnoidal steady states� the double cnoidal waveforms may also

yield to a similar analysis As a �rst step� the perturbed average KdV equa�

tion should be analysed to determine when a double cnoidal wave becomes

energetically more favourable than the cnoidal wave

� Both losses and an inhomogeneity were added to the KdV equation to describe

the BSO This allowed the steady state to evolve autonomously There is

potential to study a similar equation based around the ESO The di�culty

here is that both the saturable absorber and bandpass �lter must be lumped

along with the ampli�er

In this thesis� a conscious e�ort has been made to approach problems from varying

points of view It is hoped that a similar symbiosis of techniques will further advance

this study of periodically ampli�ed soliton systems



Appendix A

SIMPLIFIED BSO MODEL

L

C(v1)v1

0Vin
Vtap

Vt

n=1 n=tap n=N

R1

R2
i1 itap

L/2

iN+1

Figure A�� Simpli�ed model of the BSO� The transmission line has �� varactor diodes 

the loop is formed on the ��th�

This appendix gives equations for the simpli�ed BSO model introduced in section

��� A circuit diagram is shown in Figure A� Computer models of similar

nonlinear transmission lines can be found in references ����� ��	� ���� ��	� As

the voltages and currents vary over several orders of magnitude� it is expedient to

normalize according to ���	�

i� I��� � A��

R� ��Z � A��

t�
q
LC���T � A��

v � V � A��

C � C���K � A	�

The di�erential equations for the current through each inductor� in terms of the

other state variables is given in matrix form by

d

dT

�
BBBBBBBBBB

I�

I�


IN

IN��

�
CCCCCCCCCCA

�

�
BBBBBBBBBB

Vs � V�

V� � V�


VN�� � VN

�VN � �ZLIN��

�
CCCCCCCCCCA
� Z�

�
BBBBBBBBBB

I�

I�


IN

�

�
CCCCCCCCCCA

� Z�

�
BBBBBBBBBB

�� I� � I�

I� � �I� � I�


IN�� � �IN � IN��

�IN � �IN�� � �

�
CCCCCCCCCCA

� A��
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The equations for the voltages across the nonlinear capacitors are simply

�
BBB

K�V��
dV�
dT



K�V��
dV�
dT

�
CCCA �

�
BBB

I� � I�


IN � IN��

�
CCCA � A��

where the normalized nonlinear capacitance is given by

K�V � �
F

F � V
� A��

A schematic for the ampli�er and �lter appears in �gure A� Here the ampli�ed

Rf

Rf Cf

Vt Vin

Vf

Figure A�� Filter

input voltage to the �lter is given by

Vt � Vtap � Z��Itap � Itap��� � A
�

The di�erential equation for the �lter is just

Kf
dVf
dT

�
Vt � Vf

�Zf

� A���

so that the input voltage to the transmission line is

Vin � 
�Vt � Vf � � A���

The results in section ��� result from appling the Runge�Kutta�Fehlberg method

to the above set of di�erential equations
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KDV TRANSMISSION LINE EQUATIONS

This appendix derives the nonlinear transmission line equations stated in chapter

� A standard RPM method is applied to deduce two lossy KdV equations �	�� ���

�
� ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� A schematic of part of the transmission line detailed

in chapter � is shown in �gure B� The node and mesh equations for current and

in

R2 R2

R1in-1

in-1
l

Cp

Gp

Rs

qn-1 qnvn-1 vn

vn-1
c

L

Figure B�� Circuit diagram for part of the BSO transmission line introduced in section ����

voltage ammount to
dqn
dt

� in�� � in � B��

vcn�� � �vn �R�
dqn
dt

� vn�� � R�
dqn��
dt

�R�in�� � B��

L
diln��
dt

� �Rsi
l
n�� � vcn�� � B��

in�� � iln�� �

�
Gp � Cp

d

dt

�
vcn�� � B��
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from which a single equation for the charge� qn� can be found as

�
R� � Rs � L

d

dt
� R�

�
Rs � L

d

dt

��
Gp � Cp

d

dt

��
dqn
dt

� � B	�

�
� �

�
Rs � L

d

dt

��
Gp � Cp

d

dt

���
vn�� � �vn � vn�� � R�

d

dt
�qn�� � �qn � qn���

�

The nonlinear capacitance in equation ���� can be written as

qn � q� log �� � vn�F � � B��

� C� �vn � v�n���F ��

If we now assume v is a continuous function of distance n� then we may expand vn��
with a Taylor expansion to �nd

v�n� �� t� � v�n� t�� �v�n� t�

�n
�

�

�"

��v�n� t�

�n�
� �

�"

��v�n� t�

�n�
� ��� � B��

so that we may write

vn�� � �vn � vn�� � ��v

�n�
�

�

��

��v

�n�
� B��

We now appeal to the RPM method to expand v in a power series as

v � �v� � ��v� � ��� � B
�

and transform to the new independent variables

� � �
�

� �n� ��t� � B���

� � �
�

���t��� � B���

and scale the resistances as

R� � �
�

�R� � B���

Rs � �
�

�Rs � B���

R� � �
�

�R� � B���

Gp � �
�

�Gp � B�	�

If equations � B���� B�	� are substuted into equation � B��� and terms collected

at order ��� then

�v�
��

�
��

F
v�
�v�
��

�
�

� � ��
Cp

C�

�
��v�
���

� ���C��� �Rs � R�� v����

�
R�

��
� Gp��

�
��v�
���

� B���



���

Transforming this equation back to the physical time and space variables yields

equation ��	� If instead� the transformation

� � �
�

� �n� ��t� � B���

� � �
�

�n � B���

is made we arrive at equation ����





Appendix C

TABLE OF INTEGRALS

The following integrals have been included for easy reference ����

�
Sn �

�Z
��

sechn�x�dx � �n��
���n����

��n�
� C��

eg� S� � �� S� � �� S� � ���� S � ����	

�
T�m �

�Z
��

x�nsech��ax�dx �
����m � ����m

��a��ma
jB�mj � C��

where B are the Bernouuli numbers� B���� B� � ���� B� � ���� etc

eg T� � ���� and T� � �������

� Let u��� be a zero mean cnoidal wave with period �K� ie

u�x� � �
	
k� � � � E�K



� k� cn� �x� � C��

then

I �
Z �K

�
u��x� dx � �K

	
�k� � ���� � ��� �k��E���K� � �E�K��



� C��

�

I �
Z �K

�
sn��x�dn��x�cn��x� dx �

�

�	k�

	
��� k���k� � ���K � �k� � k� � ���E



� C	�





Appendix D

NLS TRANSMISSION LINE EQUATION

This appendix derives the nonlinear transmission line equation stated in chapter �

The method is standard� and has been applied in many similar instances ���� ����

��	� ��	� ��
� The objective is to extend the result in reference ���� to include

the e�ects of dissipation The transmission line is as shown in �gure B�� with

Ri � Gi � Ci � � With a nonlinear charge relationship given by

qn � C����vn � �v�n� � D��

equation � B�� becomes

�
LC�

d�

dt�
� R�C�

d

dt

�	
vn � �v�n



�

�
� � R�C�

d

dt

�
�vn�� � �vn � vn��� � R�C��

�

�t

	
v�n�� � �v�n � v�n��



� D��

Applying the RPM� we expand each Fourier component of vn�t� in a power series in

the small quantity ��

vn�t� �
�X
l
�

�
�X

m
�

�mV
�m	
l ��� � �

�
exp�il�� � c�c� � D��

where cc stand for complex conjugate Here

� � ��n� �gt� � D��

� � ��t � D	�

� � kn� �t � D��

The resistances are rescaled to

R� � ��R� � D��

R� � ��R� � D��
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A Taylor expansion allows us to write

vn�� � �vn � vn�� �

�X
m
�

�m

�
 �X
l
�

�
 �X
p
�

�p

p"

�p

��p
V
�m	
l ��� � �

�
A exp �il�� � k��

�
A

��
�X

m
�

�m
�
�X
l
�

V
�m	
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�
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m
�

�m

�
 �X
l
�

�
 �X
p
�

����p�p

p"

�p

��p
V
�m	
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�
A exp �il��� k��

�
A� c�c� � D
�

Substituting equations � D�� � � D
� into equation � D��� and collecting terms at

order ��� gives for l � ��

�� �
�

LC�
sin�

k

�
� D���

which is the exact dispersion relationship for the linear discrete lossless transmission

line At order ����� and for l � �� we have

i
�V

��	
�

��
� �

�

��V
��	
�

���
�

���

�
jV ��	
� j�V ��	
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�
R�

�L
� �

R�

L
sin�

k

�

�
V
��	
� � D���

which gives equation ���
�
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